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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted in- order to survey and
analyze the common misconceptions on force and motion
held by secondary school students in Hong Kong. A list
of misconceptions on force and motion were derived from
the literatures and the Hong Kong Certificate of Educa=
tion Examination Annual Reports, as well as from the
information of some experienced physics teachers.
After pilot testing, a test of 24 questions testing
for 11 specified misconceptions was established. The
questions were non-mathematical problems mainly in the
multiple-choice-with-explanation format. Two intact
classes of Form five students from a secondary school
were chosen for testing. The total number of students
in the sampled classes were '70. Moreover, 8 students
were chosen randomly from the sampled subjects for
interview in order to gain better understanding of their
reasoning and to compare their conceptions with the
historical views.
The results showed that the students still pos-
sessed a great number. of misconceptions on force and
motion after formal instruction. It was astonished to
discover that over 95% of the students had the precon-
ception 'Motion implies a force'. Data from the inter-
views revealed that their belief systems were strongly
associated with the medieval impetus-like belief.
In addition, the chi-squares computed showed that
the higher achievers performed much better only on the
questions that were popular and familiar to them, while
there was no significance difference in having miscon-
ceptions between the average and low achievers.
Besides, a significant number of students confused
the concepts of velocity, acceleration, force, momentum
and energy. Most of them could not link the scientists'
science they learnt in the classroom with the qualita-
tive problems. They did not realize that they had
violated the Newton's laws of motion. Even worse, they
often misused or misinterpreted the rules they learnt in
the classroom.
The research findings suggested that physics teach-
er should be aware of the underlying casual factors that
obstructed students learning of Newtonian mechanics.
They should encourage students to expose their intuitive
beliefs without engaging their fear of being `wrong' in
their explanations. Likewise, further research would be
needed to explore the effective teaching technique or
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Background of the Problem
Over the past ten years, there had been a growing
awareness among science educators of the conception that
children of all ages brought with them to science les-
sons (Karplus Stage, 1981). Evidence from a variety
of sources (Brumby, 1982; Fleshner, 1963; Gunstone
White, 1981; Nussbaum Novak, 1976; Rowell Parson,
1977; Singer Benassi, 1981; Viennot, 1979; Poon, 1985)
demonstrated that for several science content areas,
students. had a descriptive system for scientific phenom-
ena, which had been developed before they experienced
the formal study of the subject. This system differed
in significant ways from those the students were expect-
ed to learn. This contributed to a new, approach to
teaching in science and mathematics (Resnick, 1983;
Gilbert, Osborne Fensham, 1982).
Driver and Easley (1978a) pointed out that to have
a pre-concept was to have something naive, immature and
more under-developed than a concept. These conceptions
in forms of expectations, beliefs and meanings for words
covered a wide range of science concepts (Gilbert
Watt, 1983; Gilbert Zylbersztajn, 1985). However,
these alternative conceptual systems were not facilita-
tive to the learning process. Students interpreted the
physics problems in terms of the conceptual scheme they
currently held, not in terms of what the experiment or
the text was designed,to convey.
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Champagne, Klopfer Gunstone (1981) demonstrated
ways in which students' conceptions influenced (1) their
understanding of science texts and lectures, (2) their
observations, and (3) their interpretations of their
observations. Sometimes the influence of the students'
conceptions was to inhibit their understanding or to
distort their observations and interpretations.
These effects were particularly striking in the
context of mechanics, where prior to formal instruction,
students had a conception of motion that was more Aris-
totelian than Newtonian (Champagne, klopfer Gunstone
1982, Champagne, Klopfer, Solomon Cahn, 1980; Gilbert,
Watts Osborne, 1982; Driver Easley, 1978b
Leboutet-Barrel, 1981 Singer Benassi, 1981 Viennot,
1979). Students did not come to the study of mechanics
with a blank slate. Children's intuitive conception of
science was learned from everyday experiences. Their
intuitive views had been found to be remarkably resist-
ant to change (Clement, 1979; McCloskey, Caramazza
Green, 1980; McCloskey, Kohl Washburn, 1981 Caramaz-
za, McCloskey Green, 1981). A tendency had also found
for children to recapitulate historical scientists'
ideas Aristotelian or Impetus theory in dynamics
(Champagne, Klopfer Anderson, 1979; Clement, 1979;
1982).
Dijksterhuis (1969) noted that historically, a
great effort was necessary to outgrow the Aristotelian
view of motion and stated that
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"To this day student of elementary physics has
to struggle with the same 'errors and miscon-
ceptions which then have to overcome, and on a
reduced scale, in the teaching of this branch
of knowledge in schools, history repeats
itself every year. The reason is obvious:
Aristotle merely formulated the most common-
place experiences in the 'matter of motion as
universal scientific propositions, whereas
classical mechanics, with its principle of
inertia and its proportionality of force and
acceleration, makes assertions which not only
are never confirmed by everyday experience,
but whose direct experimental verification is
fundamentally impossible... (p.30)
Other research findings showed. that remnants of the
Aristotelian persisted with many `successful' physics
students, who had received high grades in the examina-
tion (Champagne, Klopfer Anderson, 1980, Gunstone
White, 1981). This research provided empirical support
that traditional instruction did not facilitate an
appropriate reconciliation of pre-instructional knowl-
edge with the content of instruction (Ausubel, Novak
Hanesian, 1978).
Despite of this, several studies revealed that the
idea about force and motion by most people with formal
training in physics, were much closer to the Impetus
theory than to Newtonian mechanics (McCloskey, Caramazza
Green, 1980; Champagne, Klopfer Gunstone, 1982;
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McCloskey, 1983 Clement, 1982). Halloun and Hestenes
(1985a 1985b) agreed that nearly all college students
held mixtures of Aristotelian and impetus beliefs. In
addition, Van Hise (1988) regarded students' misconcep-
tions in mechanics as an international problem.
Children tended to develop their conception about
the. nature of the physical world (Piaget, 1929). Each
student usually had a rich accumulation of interrelated
ideas-that constitute a personal-belief which he brought
with them to the science lessons (Karplus Stage,
1981). Ausubel (1968, p.6) stated that
"The most important single factor influencing
learning is what the pupil already knows.
Ascertain this and teach them accordingly."
Likewise, there was a general agreement among
physics teachers and students that mechanics was diffi-
cult to teach and to learn (Kolody, 1977). Students
often had. difficulty in comprehending classical mechan-
ics (Gilbert. Osborne, 1980; Watts, 1983; Gilbert
Watts, 1983; McDermott, 1984; McCelland, 1985,-Young,
1985). They often made patterns of errors which they
were not aware of. Teachers often expressed disappoint-
ment with the outcome of their efforts to instruct
students in classical mechanics. Helm's (1978, 1980)
work, which attracted popular attention (Maddox, 1978),
showed that not only students did 'fail' conceptual
mechanics questions but so did their teachers.
5In the annual reports of the Hong Kong Certificate
of Education.Examinations, it was found that
"Many candidates failed to understand fully
that frictional force acts along the common
surface between two-bodies in such a direction
as to oppose the relative movement of the
bodies". (1985)
Many candidates had the misconception that an
unbalanced force is needed for a body to move
at uniform velocity." (1985 1986).
Besides, it was apparent that many canaiaaLes
acquired a superficial knowledge of formulas. They
could combine and manipulate algebraically, but when
asked to give a coherent verbal- description of a situa-
tion, widespread of misconceptions occurred (Byron
Clement, 1980). Clement (1982) asserted that most
errors in solving mechanics problems were not due to
random errors, but rather were based on a stable miscon-
ceDtion that was shared by many students.
Recent research findings (Peters, 1982; Tao Max,
1987) demonstrated that there was a large gap between
pupils' mathematical and qualitative reasoning abilities
in solving physics problems.. The students' qualitative
conception of the underlying situation could be very
weak when they could remember and manipulate relevant
formulas. Sometimes, a student's superficial knowledge
of formula manipulation techniques could mask over his
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understanding of underlying qualitative concepts. The
use of an inappropriate equation signaled that students
were relying on matching variables given in the problem
to variables in standard formula, instead of thinking
through the problem adequately in terms of qualitative
physics.
Statement of the Problen
The purpose of this study is to investigate the
a
common misconceptions of force and motion among the
secondary school students in Hong Kong.
Statement of Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that
(1) there are common misconceptions on force ana motion
among the average ability science secondary school
students in Hong Kong.
(2) there is a significant difference in misconceptions
on force and motion among the students of different
ability.
(3) the common misconceptions held by the secondary




The findings of this research suggest an underlying
casual factor contributing to the difficultly of learn-
ing of Newtonian mechanics. Since students often resort
to their prior conceptions to solve problems, they often
make patterns of errors which they are not aware of. It
is hoped that the findings will lead to the awareness of
the importance of the prior knowledge held by students
in science learning. Students will be assisted to
reject their alternate conceptions and adopt the Newto-
nian paradigm. Thus, their qualitative reasoning abili-
ty in physics problems'will'be improved.
Limitations
(1) The eleven misconceptions selected in this study
were mainly derived from the review of literature
and the annual reports of the Hong Kong Certificate
of Education Examinations and*also suggested from a
number of experienced physics teachers. This set
of common misconceptions on force *and motion found
among the secondary school students might not be
exhaustive.
(2) The sample for this study involved only two class-
es. The school being chosen was sited in the
public housing--estates. Hence,. the generalization
of the finding to the whole population of secondary
school students in Hong Kong should be limited.
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(3) Some materials given by the students in the answer
books were not expressed fully or clearly. Thus,
some information were lost. Besides, only a limit-
ed number of students were chosen at random for
interview'as each interview consumed a lot of time.
9CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Studies on misconceptions of force and motion
Education that emphasized on the construction of
meaning.(Ausubel,.1968 Kelly,.1971) strongly suggested
that, before any formal science lesson, children had
already acquired considerable knowledge-about the natu-
ral and technological world. This knowledge had a
number of characteristics which was different from the
notions found in formal science, and more importantly,
it could be amazingly tenacious and resistant to change.
Evidence from a variety of sources had shown that
pupils d*id enter teaching-learning situations with
already existing conceptions which influenced their
.formal learning. The works of Hanson (1958), Toulmin
(1961), Kuhn (1962), Holton (1973) and Feyerabend
(1975), all stressed the importance played. by `world
views' the generation of scientific knowledge.
Driver Erickson (1983) suggestea tnat amongst
science educators, researchers interested in children's
idea shared a commitment to some form of constructiv-
ists' psychology. The constructivists' tradition based
on the view that a learner's idea was most important in
responding to, and making. sense of stimuli. The learner
made sense of experience by actively constructing mean-
ing (Magoon, 1977).
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Children's view and meaning could be quite differ-
ent to scientists' meaning (Osborne, Bell Gilbert
1983). Claxton (1984) argued that through learning
about the world, everyone developed mini theories from
birth, which applied to specific situations, helped one
to make predictions, and decided on a certain action.
The theories might operate unconsciously and did not
need to be articulated, however, they could be-used in a
spontaneous and intuitive way.
Extensive journal literature supported the fact
that students had intuitive ideas about natural phenome-
na (Stead Osborne, 1981 Osborne, 1984). Virtually,
all these empirical works stemmed from a constructiv-
ists' epistemology' (Driver, 1982 Osborne Wittrock,
1983; Pope Gilbert, 1983 Fensham, 1983) in which it
was assumed that learners actively generated meaning
from experience.
Over the last ten years, various empricial studies
had been conducted to investigate the conceptions that
children of all ages brought with them to science les-
sons. A study by Leboutel-Barrell (1976) indicated that
high school and college students had misconceptions.
about force and motion which' persisted despite instruc-
tion. The children's commonly held dictum was: `a body
falls faster when its mass, and consequently its weight,
is greater.' The misconceptions were described as pre-
Galilean, which were strongly held and resistant to
traditional forms of teaching (Driver Easley, 1978b).
There was a remarkable consistency in the finding of
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children's ideas across a range of countries and re-
search methodologies (Gilbert Watts, 1983).
Indeed, Ausubel (1970) elicited an important stimu-
lus to science educators when-he perceived that
"very little research has been conducted...
despite the fact that the unlearning of pre-
conceptions might well prove to be the most
determinative single factor in the acquisition
and retention of subject-matter structure.
Following Ausubel's proposal, researchers in
science education .began to find out students' conceptual
frameworks in many areas of science using different
techniques (Osborne, 1980; Osborne Gilbert, 1979;
Driver, 1981). Pupils of different ages and academic
achievement had been interviewed individually and asked
for their understanding of the concept of force (Osborne
Gilbert, 1980). Fensham (1980) pointed out that the
existence of children's ideas and meaning for words had
usually been either ignored or inadequately considered.
Steadily increasing research evidence showed the
importance of the ideas that children brought with them
to science lessons. Students often unknowingly misin-
terpreted what they were. taught so that the new informa-
tion was not in conflict with their earlier ideas
(Osborne, 1982). Many of the non-scientific ideas held
by young pupils could still be found among the science
specialists (Champagne, Klopfer Anderson, 1980; Gun-
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stone White, 1981).
Osborne Wittrock (1983) as well as Champagne
Gunstone Klopfer (1983) both concluded that
(1) children had views about some topics in science
from a young age and before the formal learning of
science;
(2) children's. views were often different from scien-
tists' view they were always neglected by teach-
ers, However, the children treated them as sensi-
ble and useful views.
(3) children's views could be influenced or uninflu-
enced, sometimes in unexpected ways, by science
teaching.
Trowbridge McDermott (1980; 1981) studied the
students' understanding of the concepts of velocity and
acceleration in one dimension among the students at
different levels. They found that students brought to
the formal study of physics an intuitive sense of common
concepts associated with motion. The belief that a
position criterion might be used to compare relative
velocities seemed to persist in some students even after
several weeks of instruction. It was also found that a
significant number of students confused the 'concepts of
velocity and acceleration. Students who succeeded in
making the distinction could discriminate between the
concepts of instantaneous velocity and change in veloci-
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ty, but often failed to take the corresponding time
interval into account.
A study by Gunstone White (1981) on the knowledge
of gravity possessed by the students who had completed
two years of high school physics. The results indicated
that students knew a lot of physics but did not relate
it to everyday world. In many instances, the students
used mathematical equations to explain predictions,
though often inappropriately.' This indicated that they
had a lot. of physics knowledge in hand, but were un-
skilled in seeing which bit should be applied to the
given situation. This was in good agreement to the work
of Bryon Clement (1980), who claimed that students
could combine and manipulate formulas algebraically.
But when asked to give a coherent qualitative descrip-
tion of the situation, widespread of misconceptions
occurred.
Moreover, Gunstone White (1981) revealed two
features about force related to gravity as held among
the students:
(1) if there was no air, there was no gravity
(2) gravity was differential, it was reiatea to specir
ically different objects and varied according to
situations.
Later studies had shown similar results. Watts
Zylbersztajn (1981) Watts (1982) Moorfoot (1983) had
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indicated the close connection between gravity and the
atmosphereso that gravity was absent in space , on moon ,
or underwater . Likewise , gravity operated to bring
' heavier ' objects to the surface of the earth more
rapidly ( Watts , 1982 GunstoneWhite , 1981 ) and was
selective . The other main aspect of gravity reported
was that it was commonlyseen as being only related to
falling objects . Watts Zylbersztajn( 1981 ) noted that
for some students , gravity only began to operate at the
maximum height of a projectile motion , where it acted to
bring it down to the surface .
Minstrell ( 1982 ) demonstratedthat students were
not sure about the nature of gravity . Many of them
believed that air pressure was the cause of gravity .
Moreover , the nature of forces and how they could be
exerted was ` unclear ' to students. For the ` book rest -
ing on the table ' problem , many students argued that
` the table is not capable of exerting an upward push ' ,
` the table is simply in the way ' . Similar results were
collected by Clement ( 1982 ) in his work with engineering
students at - the Universityof . Massachusetts.
Students did not come to the study of mechanics
with a blank slate . They came with prior experienceand
with a good practical understandingof how objects move .
Mc Closkey , CaramazzaGreen ( 1980 ) designed13 simple ,
non - mathematicalquestions to access students ' under -
standing of the principle that object moved in straight
line in the absence of external force . They had chosen
50 undergraduatestudents from Johns Hopkins University ,
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of which 15 had taken no high school or college physics
courses, 22 had completed one high school physics
course, and 10 had completed at least one college phys-
ics course. They found that 51% of the subjects thought
that-the ball would follow a curved path after emerging
from the spiral tube. Similarly, 30% believed that the
ball would continue in curvilinear motion after the
string had been broken. These results suggested that
many people believed that when an object passed through
a•curved tube, it would continue in curved motion even
when no external force acted on it.
McCloskey, Kohl Washburn (1981) reported that
when a simple problem focusing on the straight down
belief was given to 80 college students, less than half
reported the correct answer. The misconception was that
when an object carried by. another moving object was
dropped, it would fall straight down to the ground.
They explained that this belief came from a visual illu-
sion.
Everyday experience had led people to develop a
basic understanding of some of the fundamental princi-
ples of physics governing the behavior of moving ob-
jects. Nearly half of the students when tested had the
misconceptions that when the supporting was broken, the
pendulum bob would continue along its original path
briefly and then fell perpendicularly when `gravity took
over'. Similarly, a pellet impelled through a curved
tube would continue in a curved path when it emerged
from the tube (Green, McCloskey Caramazza, 1982).
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Clement (1979) at the University of Massachusetts,
Champagne, Klopfer Anderson (1979) at the University
of Pittsburgh, Gunstone White (1981) in Australia, and
Viennot (1979) in France all'found similar results.
Champagne, Klopfer Anderson (1980) identified
their subjects' beliefs asAristolelean. They demon-
strated that the belief that heavier objects fell faster
than lighter objects was not easily changed by instruc-
tion. In a study of beginning college students, where
70% of the students in the sample had studied high
school physics. About four students in five believed
that, all other things being. equal, heavier objects fell
faster than lighter ones. About the same proportion of
students believed that `Lower (closer to the earth)
implies heavier' for objects suspended on the Atwood
machine. A chi-square test showed that students in the
sample who had studied high. school physics did not score
significantly better than those who had not. Similarly,
Champagne, Klopfer, Solomon Cahn (1980) had demon-
strated that prior knowledge affected students' compre-
hension of science instruction, specifically, the stu-
dents' comprehension of science experiment.
Champagne, Klop.fer Gunstone (1982) found that
many college students believed that objects fell at a
constant speed. They suggested that the interaction
between `prior knowledge', and formal instruction was
more pronounced in the study of mechanics than in other
science subjects. They argued that all students began
the formal study of mechanics with an experimentally
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verified set of principles, which allowed them to pre-
dict the motion of objects. Such practical principles
were necessary for coping with moving objects in every-
day life.
The outcomes of many of the studies on force had
concerned the persistence of the idea that constant
motion required. a constant force even under simulated
friction-free conditions. When an object did not re-
ceive a constant force, the forces that caused its
motion would be 'used up' during movement until other
forces took over. This was also reported by Champagne,
Klopfer Gunstone (1982) Sjoberg Lie (1981) Watts
Zylbersztajn (1981) and Watts (1983).
Viennot (1979) performed an important study with
physics undergraduates using paper-and-pencil questions
about oscillating mass. He found that students applied
a linear relation between force and velocity. Not sur-
prisingly, this conception was more likely to emerge in
situations when intuitive reasoning was required.
Students tended to-associate force, and acceleration when
presented with an equation of motion and asked to calcu-
late the force.
McCloskey (1982) showed that most of the students
held some .form of naive impetus conception of motion.
According to impetus theory, the initial force impacted
an impetus to the object. Impetus was a kind of inher-
ent force in the object that kept it moving. But impe-
tus gradually dissipated, that was why objects slowed
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down and stopped if they received an external force. An
object that was moved in a circular path acquired circu-
lar impetus, which acted to maintain the circular motion
(Hall Hall, 1964 Kuhn, 1977).
Clement (1979) studied the common errors made on
the qualitative elementary dynamics problems by 15
engineering students. He argued that many misconcep-
tions fell into a pattern which he summarized as `Motion
implies a force'., He concluded that: The wide diversi-
ty of situations shown here in which this system of
preconceptions surfaces is indicative of its pervasive
nature". This suggested that the system was deep-seated
and was one source of difficulties encountered by stu-
dents in understanding-the physical principles associat-
ed with the equation F= ma (Byron Clement, 1980).
Clement (1982) concluded that the deep-seated
preconception. was highly resistant to change and remark-
ably similar to the one discussed by Galileo (1960), as
shown by comparison of his writings De Motu (On Motion),
with transcripts from student interviews. While De Motu
(On Motion) stated that: The body moves upward, provid-
ed the impressed motive force.is greater than resisting
weight,...." Nevertheless, the preconceptions about
the motion of objects that students brought to instruc-
tion would influence the learning process in classical
mechanics.
Halloun Hestenes (1985a) naa constructea a diag-
nostic test for identifying and classifying the common
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sense belief about motion. They found that nearly all
college students held mixtures of- Aristolelean and
Impetus beliefs. They described the common sense con-
ceptual system as bundles of loosely related and some-
times inconsistent concepts. After long discussions,
most students accepted the formal ideas. This was not
because they had seen something in conflict with their
beliefs, but because they came-to realize the inconsist-
ency of their thinking when asked to reflect on their
arguments (Halloun .-Hestenes, 1985b).
Research on common sense beliefs about motion
(Champagne, Klopfer Anderson, 1980 McCloskey, 1982
Clement, 1982) had led to the general conclusion that
common sense beliefs about motion were generally incom-
patible with Newtonian theory. Consequently, there was
a tendency for students to systematically misinterpret
materials in learning mechanics.
Watts Zylbersztajn (1981) devised a questionnaire
of 12 questions, in the multiple-choice-with-explanation
format, concerning the concept. of force. 125 students
were chosen as participants. Six of the questions were
designed to survey the association between force and
motion as noted by Warren (1971) and Viennot (1979).
The responses to these questions indicated that about
85% of the pupils associated force with motion. Fur-
thermore, two of. the questions were the tug-of-war
problems which aimed at investigating the concept of the
action-and-reaction forces held by students. It was
found that 82% of pupils agreed that if the person on
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the left was winning, then it was because that person
was exerting a greater force on the rope. Another two
questions asked about the notion that heaviness in-
creased as an object was raised. The responses showed
that 78% of the pupils thought that the objects, unaid-
ed, would move until both were at the same level.
Finally, the last two questions were designed to explore
the notions about force and gravity as identified by
Osborne Gilbert (1980). Almost 80% of pupils had the
notion that atmosphere was related to gravity.
Gilbert Watt (1983) reviewed the literature on
the alternative framework of force and motion and summa-
rized them as follows:
"1. If a body is moving, there is a force
acting on it in the direction of move-
ment.
2. Constant motion requires a constant
force.
3. If a body is not moving, there is no
force acting on it.
It was stated that students do not begin to under-
stand the concept of force until they become able to
apply Newton's third law correctly" (Aron, 1981). Watts
Zylbersztajn (1981) designed a tug-of-war problem to
explore notions of action-and-reaction forces and mo-
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tion, based on the work of Viennot (1979). The results
showed that 82% of the pupils admitted that the person
on the left was winning because he was exerting a great-
er force on the rope. Moreover, many pupils interpreted
the forces in the diagram in a way contrary to the
convention followed by teachers and textbooks.
Minstrell (1982) had pointed out that students
often neglected the reaction force acting on the book
that rested on the table after instruction. Likewise,
Steinberg (1986) studied the misconceptions associated
with the origins of force and the effectiveness of
bridging strategy for developing correct conceptual
models in mechanics. Furthermore, Brown Clement
(1987) tried to overcome the common misconception that
static objects were unable to exert forces. The study
was conducted to explore the effectiveness of an analog-
ical teaching technique. By using a connected sequence
of `bridging' analogies, to compare with a more standard
teaching-by-example technique. The results indicated
that the experimental group performed significantly
better on target and transfer problems.
Maloney (1984) used the rule-assessment technique
as by Siegler (1976; 1978) to assess the rule governed
the notion of Newton's third law among three different
groups of volunteer students. One group had taken a
year college physics course. The second group consisted
of non-science majors and the third group had taken
physics course in high school. The rules being consid-
ered were
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"Rule 1: At rest the forces are equal, but for
moving systems the `cause' exerts
greater force.
Rule 2: At rest the forces are equal, but for
moving systems greater mass exerts
greater force.
Rule 3: Mass is the only determiner for all
states of motion. Greater mass
exerts greater force.
Rule 4: For rest and constant velocity the
forces are equal but for accelerat-
ing systems `cause' exerts greater
force.
Rule 5: For rest and constant velocity the
forces are equal, but for accelerat-
ing systems greater mass exerts
greater force.
There was a clear difference in the categories of
rules used by students who had not taken college physics
and those who had. The more experienced students were
much more likely to consider rest and constant velocity
situations as equivalent. There were also fewer stu-
dents in the more experienced group who used mass as the
only basis for decisions. It was disappointed to f.ind
that only 6% of the experienced students employed the
correct strategy for rule 1 and rule 2, and even 4% for
rule 3.
Halloun Hestene (l985b) also rouna Lnaz most
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students characterized the reciprocal interaction be-
tween'two objects by some sort of dominance principle,
meaning that
"1. The greater mass. exerts the greater
force.
2. The object that causes motion on the
other exerts the greater force, since it
overcomes the other's opposition. ft
Historical Parallels
Aristotle's Pnyslcs or Uommon Sense. Aristotelian
Physics was also. known as the physics of common sense,
because it was the kind of physics that most people be-
lieve and acted upon intuitively (Cohen, 1960).
Aristotelian theories of physics was bound up with
Aristotelian cosmology. The earth was at the centre of
the universe and around it revolved the planets and the
sun,- each in their sphere, which could be described as
the Aristotelian two-sphere universe (Kuhn, 1977).
Aristotle (348-322 B.C.) believed that in the
absence of external pushes, each of the terrestrial
elements would remain at rest in that part of the
terrestrial .region natural to it. The world of matter
was assumed to be composed of four elements, earth, air,
fire and water, two of which were `heavy' (earth and
water) and the remaining-two `light' (fire and air). On
this basis, the Aristotelian explained motion was the
movement of heavy or light elements to their natural
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place in the universe. An object once displaced, would
strive to regain its natural position by the shortest
possible path. A falling body fell with an increasing
speed because it was 'seeking'.-its natural position. .It
fell in a straight line because this was the form of
limited motionnrnnriatP to nn imnPrfmn wnr1d_
According to Aristotle, the first principle of
motion was that the motive force was greater than re-
sistance (i.e. F R), where F was the motive force and
R was the resistance. Aristotle was aware that the
speed of an object generally depended upon its shape.
Many of his followers took the view that the speed of a
falling body was proportional to its weight. Therefore
lead fell many times faster than a feather.. For a
constant distance of fall, the speed was inversely
proportional to the time-of fall (i.e. V 1/T).
Likewise, the speed of the falling object was in-
versely proportional to the resistance of the medium
through which the body moved (i.e. V 1/R), where V was
the velocity of the falling object, and R was the re-
sistance of the medium. Evidently, the greater the
force was to overcome a particular resistance, the
greater the speed. It seemed that heavier ball was more
able to overcome the resistance of the medium, as it
would reach the bottom first or attain the greater
speed.- Thus, it was widely accepted that the speed of a
falling body was proportional to its weight.
In general, all other things being equal, the
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greater the force, the greater the speed (i.e. V a F)
and V a 1/R,.therefore, V a.F/R. In other words, the
speed of a moving object was proportional to the motive
force and inversely proportional to the resistance of
the medium. This relation was often known as the Aris-
totelian law of motion.
Basically, Aristotle considered rest to be the
natural state of object. In the absence of any cause,
the object could not move. Conversely, when an object
was moving, it must have a cause, usually by a force.
Force for the motion was necessarily external to the
moving object. The speed of an object was directly pro-
portional to the force acting on it, and was inversely
proportional to the resistance of the medium through
which the object was moving.
This theory of motion explained the movement of
bodies lying on a surface quite well, but could only
offer a complicated and clumsy explanation for the
motion of projectiles. In this case,-no visible motion
exerting a force on the projectile was present. Aristo-
tle amended the theory by conceiving the disturbed air
as the source of a push after the contact between the
object and the thrower ceased. This was the antiperis-
tasis theory. Nevertheless, projectile motion was con-
sidered as a case outside his general framework, since
it had created difficulties for this theory.
In 1980s, science researchers were interested in
studying students' alternative framework in mechanics.
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The word ‘ Aristotelian' was first introducedby Cham -
pagne et al . ( 1981 ) to label the preinstructionalkn wl -
edge held by students . This label was soon widely used
by other researchers, includingDriver ( 1981 ) , Osborne ,
Bell & Gilbert ( 1983 ) , etc . . However, the belief system
described as ‘ Aristotelian ' was not what Aristotle
himself believed . . A set of propositionswere recognized
and described as ‘ Aristotelian ' by the researchers
( Lythcott, 1985 ) . They were :
“ 1 . A force , when - appliedto an object , will
produce motion .
2 . Under the influenceof a constant force ,
obects move with constant velocity .
3 . The magnitudeof the velocity is propor -
tional to the magnitudeof the force , any
accelerationis due to increasing force .
4 . In the absence of force , objects are
either at rest or if they are moving ,
they are slowingdown . ”
The ‘ Impetus Theory ’ of the Midddle Ages . The
weakness of Aristotle ' s theory , however , constitutedthe
focus for medieval commenteryon his theory motion .
The theory was developedmost fully be the French Phi -
losopher Jean Buridan in the 14 th century , and became
popular in the 14 th through 16 th centuries. A succinct
statementof the theory way given :
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"When a mover sets a body in motion, he imparts
into it a certain impetus,. that is, a certain
force enabling the body to move in -the direc-
tion in which the mover starts it, be it
upward, downward, sideward, or in a circle.
It is because of this impetus that a stone
moves on after the thrower has ceased moving
it."
The medieval impetus theory assumed that when a
mover set a body in motion, he impressed into it a
certain impetus, that was a certain force enabling the
body to move in the direction in which the mover started
it (Butterfield, 1965; Franklin, 1976). The Impetus
theorist also assumed that impetus gradually dissipated
(Clagett, 1959 Dijksterhuis, 1961). Thus, when an
object was thrown, the active agent imparted to the
object a certain immaterial motive power which sustained
the body's motion until it had been dissipated due to
resistance of the medium. There also existed circular
impetus that maintained the body in circular motion.
The medieval impetus theory shared with Aristotelian
physics the idea that motion must have a-cause.
By the end of the fourteenth century, impetus
dynamics had replaced Aristotelian dynamics in the work
of the principal medieval scientists. Aristotelian had
testified that only rest endured. Buridan and some
other impetus theorists declared that, unless resisted,
motion too would endure forever. Thus, they acquired a
great jump towards Newton's work. Moreover, Buridan
equated the quantity of impetus in a moving body with
the product of the body's speed and its quantity of the
matter. The concept of impetus became very like, though
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not identical, with the concept of momentum. In Gali-
leo's work, the words 'impetus' and `momentum' were
often used interchangeably (Kuhn, 1977).
The `inertia view' or New-ton's laws of motion.
Newtonian mechanics (from 16th century) was published in
numerous physics textbooks and was being chosen as a
.unit to be taught in school at secondary level.
Newton's laws of motion state that
"1. Every object remains in a state of rest
or uniform speed along a straight line
unless acted on by an unbalanced force.
2. -The acceleration of an object is directly
proportional to, and in the same direc-
tion as, the unbalanced force acting on
it, and inversely proportional to the
mass of the object.
3. For every action force there is an equal
an opposite reaction force.
(Tao, 1985 p.154-199)
Common sense epissemoJLOAY C dvuu t 1 it 06 llu 11w „1.w
As far as classical mechanics was consiaerea, con-
cepts concerning the relationship between force and
motion could be divided historically into three main
groups, namely (1) the Aristotelian Physics (2) the
Impetus Physics and (3) the Newtonian Physics.
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The alternative conceptions of force and motion
were widely reported. The considerations of everyday
phenomena brought in evidence the following points:
M1. Heavier objects fell faster than lighter objects:
M2. Lighter objects reached a greater height when
projected;
M3. Greater force implied greater speed;
M4. Lower (closer to the earth) implied heavier;
M5. Motion implied a force;
M6. Curvilinear motion in the absence of external
force;
M7. Straight down belief;
M8. The `cause' exerted greater force;
M9. Greater mass exerted greater force;
M10. Friction opposed the motion of c.g. of a rolling
object;
M11. Reaction force passea tnrougn Lne centre of mass.
A summary of misconceptions, problems and their
sources is shown in Table 1.
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TABLE1
of misconceptions, problems & their sources
SourcesProblemsMisconceptionsHistorical Parallels
Champagne, Klopfer& Gunstone( 1981 )Q 17 . Fal 1 ing BlockProblemM 1 . Heavyobjectsfall fasterthanAristotelian
Q 23 . Cart on an InclinedProblemChampagne, Klopfer& Gunstone( 1981 )1 ighterobjects.
SuggestedQ 2 . InclinedPlane ProblemM 2 . Lighterobjectsreach a greater
Q 20 . TwoBal 1 s Problem H. K. C. E . E . ( 1979)height when projected.
SuggestedQ 6 . TwoTrol 1 eys ProblemM 3 . Greaterforce Impliesgreater
Q 13 . Cart Problem Clement( 1979)speed.
Q 10 . TwoBlocksProblemM 4 . Lower( closerto the earth) Watts & Zylbersztajn( 1981 )
Q 21 . Bucket& BlockProblemimpliesheavier. GunstoneWhite ( 1981 )
Impetus M 5 . Motionimpliesa force. Q 12 . SwingingPendulumProblem Clement( 1979)
Beliefs Q 15 . TossedCoin Problem Clement( 1979)
Q 24 . CannonBall Problem Watts & Zylbersztajn( 1981 )
M 6 . Curvilinearmotionin the Qi 1 . Ball & StringProblem Mc Closkey, CaramazzaGreen( 1981 )
absenceof externalforce . Q 19 . SpiralTube Problems Mc Closkey, Caramazza& Green( 1981 )
M 7 . Straightdownbelief. Q 3 . Cliff Problem Mc Closkey( 1982)
Q 7 . SwingingBall Problem Green, Mc Closkey& Caramazza( 1982 )
Q 8 . AeroplaneProblem Mc Closkey, KohlZ & Washburn( 1981)
Dominance M 8 . The ' cause' exertsgreater Q 5 . officeChairsProblem Minstrell& Stimpson( 1986 )
Beliefs force. Q 18 . BilliardBall Problem Suggested
M 9 . Greatermass exertsgreater Q 9 . Truck& Car Problem Suggested
force. Q 14 . Shirley& Sam Problem Minstrell& Stimpson( 1986 )
Others M 10 . Frictionopposesthe motionof Q 16 . Car Problem Suggested
C . G . of a rollingobject. Q 22 . Truckon an inclined Suggested
Mil . Reactionforce passes through Q 1 . Blockon an Inclined Suggested
the centreof mass. Q 4 . BlockProblem G . C . E . ( June1984)
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Likewise, Driver Easley (1978b) had introduced
the term `alternative framework' notifying that stu-
dents' viewing of the world differed from those held by
scientist. Following his work, different names were
given by the researchers in their study of the pupils'
views on various science topics. These terms are used
to categorize the above misconceptions and is tabulated
in Table 2.
Table 2
Different names identifying different misconceptions in dynamics
MisconceptionsNamesStudies
Ml, M2, M4children scienceOsborne (1980)
M3spontaneous reasoningViennot (1979)
M5preconceptionClement (1982)
M6naive beliefMcCloskey et al.
(1980)
M7intuitive beliefMcCloskey (1983)
M8 M9alternate conceptionMaloney (1984)




Research Design and MethodolocN
Instruments
A test was developed to identify the common miscon-
ceptions held by secondary. school students. after they
had received formal instruction in mechanics. After
pilot testing, two questions on `static objects are
unable to exert forces' were deleted, since only a very
low percentage of students had chosen the specified
misconception. Moreover, Q1 and Q4 were converted into
the multiple choice. format., because too many different
solutions were given by the students in the pilot test-
ing.
The test now consisted only 24 questions testing
for 11 different common misconceptions. The two or
three questions testing for the same misconception
basically required students to apply the same principle
in different physical situations as to increase the
reliability of the test.
The 11 common misconceptions were derived from the
review of literature and the Hong Kong Certificate of
Education Examination Annual Reports, as well as from
the information of some experienced physics. teachers.
The misconceptions, problems and their sources are
summarized in Table 1 on page 30. One type of the
questions was of the multiple-choice-with-explanation
format. Each question consisted of a response which was
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the `scientifically correct' answer, and three others,
which were inspired by the alternative frameworks de-
scribed in the preceding chapter. Spaces were provided
for the pupils to include a reason or reasons for their
answers. The other type of questions required students
to draw and label all the forces acting on an object.
All answers were written on the Answer Book provided,.
Subiects
Two classes of Form 5 students were recruited from
a secondary school in Hong Kong as subjects. All the
subjects had formally learnt mechanics before they
attempted the test. The total number of sample students
were 70.
Procedure
The test was administered to two classes of Form 5
students in March, 1989. All students received no prior
notice of the test. The test was conducted during
normal lesson and supervised by the physics teacher. A
double-class period of 80 minutes was given to students
to finish all the problems in the tests. By May, the
mock exam marks of the sample students were recorded for
further analysis.
After the test, 8 students were chosen at random
for interview to gain better understanding of their
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reasoning. Two of them were high achievers,'scoring the
top 20% of the mock exam mark. Four of them were aver-
age achievers, having the middle 20% of the mock exam
score. The other two were low achievers,.with mock exam
mark at the bottom 20%.
Data Analysis
The scripts of the test were analyzed to survey
students' common misconceptions on force and motion by
content analysis. Accordingly, the misconceptions -were
mainly on .the basic ideas of force and motion that were
contradicted to the Newton's Law of motion in classical
mechanics. The students who had chosen the specified
misconception were considered to have the common misbe-
liefs. The percentages of pupils choosing the specified
misconceptions were computed. The Pearson correlations
between the two related. questions in each misconception
were calculated to reveal the internal consistency of
the questions. Furthermore, the reliability coefficient
(Cronbach's alpha) of the test was computed and chi-
squares were calculated to show the significant differ-
ence in performance among different ability groups of
students. Finally, the relative frequencies of occur-
rence of the alternative frameworks as well as the





The Common Misconceptions Found among Students
It was found that secondary science students in
Hong Kong had a number of misconceptions. on force and
motion even after formal instruction. The common mis-
conceptions being are shown in Table 3 (page 36) in the
order,to their seriousness.
A most astonishing result was that over 95% of the
sample students had the 'Motion implies a force' precon-
ception. Data from 8 interviews (see Appendix F) re-
vealed that students' everyday life experiences consti-
tuted a model of motion reminiscent of the medieval
theory of impetus: An object will continue- moving in
its original manner until the initial `force' that sets
it in motion is 'used up'. (McDermott, 1984). Below
was a typical response given by a student during the
interview.
"The cannon ball is acted by a force given by
the cannon along its path and the force due to
gravity. The force along its path will gradu-
ally decrease due to air friction, while the
force due to gravity remains constant."
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Table 3
Percentages of students choosing the specified misconceptions
% of Students
Misconception Related Choosing Specified
Problems misconceptions
in the problem
M 5 . Motionimpliesa force . 98. 6Q 12
94. 3Q 15
95.Q 24
Q 1 91. 9M 11 . Reactionforce passes
through the centre of 94. 6Q 4
mass of an object.
M 10 . Frictionopposesmot - 88. 6Q 16
ion of the C . G . of a 72. 9Q 22
rolling object .
Q 9 75. 7M 9 . Greatermass exerts
60. 0greater force . Q 14
Q 5 45. 7M 8 . The ` cause' exerts
74. 2greater force . Q 8
70. 0Q 6M 3 . Greaterforce implies
Q 13 54. 3greater speed .
55. 7Q 2M 2 . Lighterobjectsreach
61. 4a 4 reater height when Q 20
Dro . iected.
47. 1M 6 . Cuvilinearmotionin Q 11
45. 8the absenceof force . Q 19
54. 3M 4 . Lower( closerto the Q 10
41. 4earth) , . impliesheavier. Q 21
28. 6M 1 . Heavyobjectsfall Q 17
52. 9Q 23faster than lighter
objects.




*Owing to this preconception, over half of the
students responded that the moving object would exert a
greater force on the stationary one. Moreover, over 60%
of them also believed that greater mass should exert a
greater, force. A significant number of students con-
fused the concepts of force, momentum and energy.
Greater speed has greater momentum, therefore
has a greater force.";
Greater speed has greater kinetic energy,
therefore has a greater force."
Meanwhile, nearly all students believed that fric-
tion was a resisting force which-opposed the transla-
tional motion of an object as a whole (or its center of
mass) rather than the motion or tendency of motion of
the contact surfaces such as the surfaces of the tyres
of an accelerating car. Only one of the students in the
sample understood and was able to give a proper explana-
tion on.the correct position of the line of action of
the reaction force. The rest of the students believed
that-the line of action must pass through the centre of
the object.
The explanations collected from the answer books
(see Appendix E) revealed that nearly half of the stu-
dents expected the ball in the Ball String problem and
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the Spiral Tube problem would continue to move.in curved
paths. They showed an improper use of inertia and
explained that the ball moving in a curved path would
continue to move in a -curved path when no external force
acted on it. Likewise, many students reached the cor-
rect conclusion that the ball would move straight for-
ward from a false premise that motion implied a force.
"The ball at P has a horizontal speed, there-
fore has a horizontal. force along its motion,
hence, it will' shoot out along a straight
line."
McCloskey and his associates had shown that many
people had an incorrect belief that an object carried by
another moving object. would fall straight down to the
ground. In the present study, only a low percentage
(about 20%) of sample students had such misconception.
However, about one-third of the students thought that
the ball at its lowest position had minimum energy, and
thus it became stationary and hence fell vertically.
They seemed to apply the. `Motion implies a force' pre-
conception to reach the correct conclusion.
When students were asked to compare the weights or
two objects, 50% of them responded that the block which
wasp lowered should be heavier. Moreover, both blocks
had the same weight should rest at the same level. Data
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from interviews showed that most of them justified their
answers from their intuitive sense and they treated the
pulley system as a balance. The two identical blocks
should stay at the same level and the heavier one should
a
go downward. Their misconceptions came from the improp-
er use of symmetry condition and were associated with
the Aristotelian philosophy: "There is an increase in
weight as the object gets closer to its natural place.
They were alert that the acceleration due to the gravity
`g' should be constant, hence the weight of the object
should remain unchanged when it fell.
Although Aristotle's view of motion was included in
the teaching syllabus of .the ordinary level physics
course (see Appendix-D), 50% of the students still
thought that the loaded cart which was heavier would
move faster down the inclined plane. This showed that
children's view persisted even after formal instruction
(Osborne Wittrock, 1983 Champagne, Gunstone Klopf-
er, 1983). However, they performed much better on. the
Falling Block problem owing to the fact that this prob-
lem was very popular and it might have been mentioned in
the classroom.
The students explained that a heavier object would
fall faster because heavier object had greater downward
force, and therefore.had a greater speed. With similar
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argument, 60% of the students responded that lighter
objects reached a greater height when projected. It was
apparent that many students confused the concepts of
speed and acceleration. They thought that the speed was
roughly proportional to acceleration of an object.
Below was a typical response given by a student illus-
trating how force was related to speed.
"With F=ma, when mass is constant, force is
proportional to acceleration. As acceleration
increases, velocity also increases. There-
fore, force is proportional to speed."
The Two Trolleys problem showed that over half of
the students had the belief that 'greater force implied
greater speed. Data from interviews revealed that this
belief, being characterized as `Aristotelian', was still
held among students even after.formal instruction.
The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation. The Pear-
son product-moment coefficient (r) mainly indicates how
the two similar questions being tested are related as
regards the same specific misconception. The correla-
tions between two similar questions in the test are
shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
List of Pearson product - moment coefficientsr of correlationbe -
tween two similar questions in each misconception.
Mis- Correlated Pearson product - moment
conception Variables coefficient r
M1 0 . 3593Q 17 , Q 23
M2 0 . 5913Q 2 , Q 20
M3 0 . 3445Q 6 , Q 13
0 . 3775M4 Q 10 , Q 21
0 . 4890Q 12 , Q 15
0 . 7020M5 Q 12 , Q 24
0 . 3272Q 15 , Q 24
0 . 5652M6 Q 11 , Q 19
0 . 7163Q 3 , Q 7
0 . 2381M7 Q 3 , Q 8
0 . 4851Q 7 ) Q 8
0 . 3019Q 5 , Q 18M8
0 . 3287Q 9 , Q 14M9
0 . 3023Q 16, Q 22M 10
0 . 7485Q 1 , Q 4M 11
Table 5 below shows the relationship between the
percentage of student choosing the specified misconcep -
+ e % n and the Pearsoncorrelationcoefficientr .
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Table 5
Pearson coefficientsand percentage of students choosing the speci -
fied misconceptions
% of studentsCorrelated PearsonMisconception choosing misconcep -
Problems Coefficient
tion in the problem
Impetus M 5 28. 6 0 . 70Q 12
Belief 95. 7Q 24
Others M 11 Q 1 91. 9 0 . 75
94. 6Q 4
88. 6 0 . 30M 10 Q 16
72. 9Q 22
75. 7 0 . 34Q 9M 9Dominance
60. 0Beliefs Q 14
0 . 3045. 7Q 5M 8
74. 2Q 18
0 . 3470. 0Q 6AristotelianM 3
54. 3Q 13
0 . 5955. 7Q 2M 2
61. 4Q 20
' Impetus 0 . 5747. 1M 6 Q 11
45. 8Q 19Belief
0 . 3054. 3Q 10AristotelianM 4
41. 4Q 21
0 . 3628. 6M 1 Q 17
52. 9Q 23
0 . 7220. 0M 7 Q 3Impetus
21. 4Q7Belief
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It was found- that the Pearson correlation coeffi-
ients r lie between 0.3- 0.7, which could be divided
into three groups, namely, high correlation (r= 0.7 or
above), moderate correlation (0.3 r 0.7) and low
correlation (r= 0.3 or below).
When the correlation between two questions was
high, this indicated that the students' performance on
the two questions was very consistent. However, the
outcomes revealed that many of the items had rather low
correlations. This low coefficients might be attributa-
ble to (1) different item difficulty levels, (2) popu-
larity of the item contents, and (3) different compo-
nents of the same misconceptions measured by the two
questions. Thus, the outcomes of the two questions
became inconsistent and the percentages of students
choosing the specified misconception were greatly dif-
ferent. In other words, the performance of the students
was question dependent (Clough Driver, 1986).
In M1, the Cart on an Inclined Plane problem (Q23)
revealed that 50% of the students still thought that the
loaded cart, which was heavier, would move faster down
the inclined plane.. However, they performed much better
in the Falling Block problem (Q17) since it was very
popular and-identical to the famous experiment performed
by Galileo at Pisa. It was also similar to the Guinea
Feather experiment that was-printed. in the textbooks.
Similarly, in M8, students pertormea mucn oetzer in
the Office Chair problem (Q5) since it was seemingly to
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the samples given in the chapter on Newton's Third Law
about action and reaction forces. When they encountered
the Billiard Ball problem (Q18), which was less familiar
to them, they tended to resort to their prior theories
to solve the problem. Thus, the results of Q5 and Q17
were significantly better than Q18 and Q23, respective-
ly.
Comparing the Two Trolley problems (Q6) and the
Cart problem (Q13) in M3, the former was more straight
forward to test for the misbelief about `Greater force
implies greater speed.' The latter was more implicit,
but the answer was apparently to be A or D, where A was
the specified misconception and D was the key of the
problem. Many students had chosen the correct answer
but given an incorrect explanation, e.g.
"At D, the potential energy is all converted
into kinetic energy, thus, the velocity at D
is greatest...."
Thus, the percentage or students choosing the
specified misconception in Q13 was lower.
Likewise, data from the interview show that many
students treated the pulley system in the Two Blocks
problem (Q10) of M4 as a balance system. They concluded
that the two blocks of the same weight should finally
rest at the same level. For the Bucket Block problem
(Q21), many different solutions were collected. A
number of them even fell into the odd distracter A which
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indicated that X was heavier. The following were their
explanations:
"A is heavier because it is higher and possess
greater potential energy, hence, it weight is
greater.";
"Take moment at the pulley, X should be heavier
so that the clockwise moment equal to anti-
clockwise moment."
This revealed that students were very confused on-
the subjects that they had learnt. They made different
patterns of errors in different physical situations,
though both questions were designed to test for the same
misconception.
Similarly, data from the Truck Car problem (Q9)
in M9 show that a great number of students thought that
the momentum of the truck was greater than the car,
therefore it should exert a greater force on the car.
Thus, over 70% of them had chosen the specified miscon-
ception. However, for the Shirley Sam problem (Q14),
since both subjects were stationary, only a few of them
had related force with momentum. More students were
aware that the interaction forces were the action and
reaction pairs. Thus, the percentage of students choos-
ing the specified misconception became lower (60%).
Besides, about 90% of the students had wrongly used
the fact 'Friction-always opposes motion' in attempting
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the Car problem (Q16) in M10. However, the percentage
was decreased in the Truck On An Inclined problem as
some students were trapped by the term `constant speed'.
They thought that since the truck was moving at constant
speed, the resultant frictional force should be zero.
This explicitly shows that students often misused the
laws that they had learnt and they easily neglected the
downward force along the plane due to gravity.
The problems Q2,. Q20. in M2 and Q11, Q19 in M6
acquired a higher Pearson coefficient (r= 0.5). Owing
to the fact that the difficulties of the two similar
questions were roughly the same. But the different
physical situations still contributed some effect on the
results. Nevertheless, the variation of the percentage
of students choosing the specified misconception between
two similar problems was relatively smaller.
The results confirmed that the secondary science
students in Hong Kong held plenty of misbeliefs in force
and motion even after formal instructions. Most of them
did not realize that they had violated the Newton's laws
of motion when attempting the question qualitatively.
Even worse of all, they often misused or misinterpreted
the rules- or laws which had been taught in the class-
rooms.
The reliability of the test. The reliability
coefficients (Cronbach's alpha) for the test are tabu-
lated in Table 6. The results show that the reliabiLi-
ties are moderately acceptable.
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Table 6
Reliability coefficients of the test
Measures( N = 70 ) Alpha StandardizedItem Alpha
Correct / Incorrect
0 . 67 0 . 79
response
With / Without
0 . 68 0 . 76
specified misconceptions
The key and the specified misconceptionsof each
question are shown in AppendixC .
Academic Achievement and Uommon Misconception :
The sum of correct scores * ( SC ) and the total score
of misconceptions* * ( SMI ) obtained by each student were
computed. The mock exam marks in Physics ( TMM ) achieved
by the same student were . also collected from the school
file .
Students choosing the correct answer were given a score or 1
mark , otherwise0 .
Students choosing the specified misconceptionswere given a
score of 1 mark , and those choosing other incorrect answers
were gived zero mark .
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The Pearson product-moment coefficients of correla-
tion between SC and TMM and between SMI and TMM are
shown in Table 7.
Table 7
The Pearson coefficients of TMM with SC and TMM with SMI




The results reveal that the correlation coefficient
r between the achievement score and the misconception
score, was 0.52. Thus, r2 0.27. This means that 27%
of the variance in misconception scores was accounted
for by the variance in academic achievement scores. The
relationship between the two factors was moderate. In
other words, high achievers also made considerable
number of mistakes in the test as the average and low
achievers did.
In order to test whether there was significant
difference in performance among the high, average and
low achievers, a null hypothesis was proposed that there
was no significant difference in the number of students
choosing the specified misconceptions in each question
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among the different ability groups students.
The data file was first arranged in a descending
order according to their mock exam marks. Then, the
subjects were subdivided into 3 groups, namely
(1) High* ability group- the top 20% of the 70 stu-
dents.
(2) Average ability group --the middle 20% of the 70
students.
(3) Low ability, group- the bottom 20% of the 70 stu-
dents.
The second and the fourth 20% of the sample stu-
dents were abandoned, so that the border-line cases
would be deleted. Each group now consisted of 14 stu-
dents and a chi-square test was administered to test for
the significant difference in performance among the
three different groups-of students. The results are
shown in Table 8.
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Table 8
The chi - square values among different ability groups students
chi - squarevalues
Misconception Problems df
X 2 ( N = 42)
M 1 2 23 . 43Q 17
2 14 . 36Q 23
M 2 Q 2 2 1 . 75
2 12 . 25Q 20
Q 6 2M 3 3 . 41
2 1 . 71Q 13
2 2 . 29M 4 Q 10
2 3 . 20Q 21
2 . 05zM 5 Q 12
2 2 . 15Q 15
2 . 052Q 24
5 . 962M 6 Q 11
1 . 342Q 19
0 . 312Q 3M 7
2 . 212Q 7
2 . 162Q 8
16. 332QFM 8
9 . 102Q1 E
lb. 1 L2Q 9M 9
2 4 . 36Q 14
2 . 402QibM 10
2 . 80022 2
1 . 052Q IM 11
2 1 . 05Q 4
p < 0 . 01
p < 0 . 05
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Out of the 24 questions, only 5 of them, viz. Q5,
Q9, Q18, Q20 and Q23 show significant difference in the
performance among different groups. Q23 and Q20 were
concerning about Aristotle's law of motion, while Q5,
Q18 and Q9 were involving Newton's third law of action
and reaction forces. These topics were included in the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination syllabus
(see Appendix D) and must be taught in the classroom.
These questions should be very popular and familiar to
the secondary science students.
The chi-square tests were performed to check wheth-
er there existed significant difference. in the perform-
ances on each of the five questions between the high and
average ability groups as well as the average and low
ability groups. The outcomes are printed in Table 9 and
Table 10 (Page 52).
The results point out the tact that the performance
of the high achievers was explicitly better than the
average and low achievers in the questions that were
popular and familiar to them. In other words, the high
achievers made less mistakes in the questions that were
likely mentioned in the classroom. There was no signif-
icant difference in the performance between the average
and low ability students.
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Table 9
The chi - square values between the high and averagE
ability groups students
chi - squarevalues( N = 28 )
dfQuestions
after Yates correction
1 9 . 58Q 23
Q 9 1 8 . 58
7 . 15Q 5 1
5 . 891Q 18
3 . 651Q 20
p < 0 . 01
p < 0 . 05
Table 10
The chi - square values between the average and low
ability groups students
chi - squarevalues( N = 28 )
dfProblems
after Yates correction
0 . 761Q 20
0 . 291Q 23
0 . 291Q 18
0 . 211Q 5
0 . 001Q 9
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Historical Parallels
Data from interviews apparently show that the
sample students had constructed informal theories which
they used in interpreting a range of natural events.
Some of these intuitive beliefs bore striking resem-
blance to the pre-Newtonian theory of impetus. The
impetus theory was developed by a French philosopher,
Jean Buridan and others in the' fourteenth century and
was flourished in Europe till the sixteenth century.
The medieval impetus theory assumed that the act of
setting an object in motion impressed' in the object e
force, or impetus, which served to maintain the object
in motion (Butterfield, 1965 Dijksterhuis, 1961 Frank-
lin, 1976). The impetus theorists also assumed that
impetus gradually dissipated. Some impetus theorists
held that impetus' dissipated spontaneously. Whereas
others, including Buridan, argued that external influ-
ences such as air resistance were responsible for its
loss.
The subjects being interviewed all believed tnat
when an object was projected, a force must be given to
the object so that it.would move. Hence, a force should
be drawn along the direction of motion. Most of them
thought that as the object moved upward, the force along
motion would gradually diminish due to air resistance.
The force would vanish as 'it rose to its maximum height.
However, when they considered the downward motion of the
object, many of them found contradictions and became
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very confused about the forces acting on the object .
But they still firmly believed that there was a force
acting along the motion of the object . - This showed that
the ` Motion implies a force ' belief was rigidly held
among all students before and after instructibn. ' -
Furthermore , many impetus theorists had postulated
a circular impetus served as maintaining the motion of
rotating bodies . The explanationsgiven by the students
in the Spiral Tube problem was , in some sense , quite
similar to the circular impetus in - the fourteenthcen -
tury . Many students suggested that the circulating
object had an inertia force so it would continue its
circular path even after it left the tube . The path
could not be too circular because it lost energy to the
air resistance.
The strong parallels between the subjects ' beliefs
and the impetus theory . proved that the impetus theory
was a very natural outcome of experience with moving
objects in the real world ( Green , Mc Closkey Caramazza,
1981) .
Likewise , over half of the sample students had the
dominance belief as well as the Aristotelian belief
which were contradicted to the Newtonian physics .
Although Aristotle ' s view of motion was mentionedin the
classroom, students still had a strong sense that great -
er force would imply greater speed . This misbelief led
them concluded that heavier objects fell faster to earth
and lighter objects rose higher when projected . This
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points out that the preinstructional knowledge was
highly resistant . Students held a mixture of Aristote -
lian , Dominanceand Impetus beliefs . However , the
belief systems of the sample students were closer to the
medieval impetus beliefs . They could be regarded - as a
kind of common sense beliefs which they gained when they




This research confirmed that secondary students in
Hong Kong possessed a systematic and intuitive theories
of motion which were generally incompatiblewith Newto -
nian theory . These beliefs were very stable and per -
sisted despite formal instruction in physics ( Osborne
Wittrock , 1985 Champagne, Klopfer Gunstone , 1983 ) .
The present study also revealed that the high achievers
performed significantly better only in the questions
that were popular and familiar to them , while the aver -
age and the low ability students showed no significant
difference in their performances on these questions .
For other questions , there were no significant differ -
ence in the pe . rformance among different ability groups
of students
The interviews clearly indicated that the students
had definite alternate . conceptionsabout certain physi -
cal systems. They createda lot of naive theories, e . g .
` Heavier falls faster ' , ` Greater force implies greater
speed ' , etc . , which showed the remnantsof Aristotelian
conceptions. These naive theories might operate at a
subconsciouslevel of thinking . They did not need to be
articulated and could be used in a spontaneousand
intuitiveway ( Claxton, 1984 ) .
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Furthermore, the belief systems of many students
explicitly recapitulated historically to the medieval
impetus belief.. They strongly clang onto an alternate
conception that `Motion implies a force', which showed
good agreement with the findings by Clement (1982).
This.indicated that the impetus belief was a very natu-
ral outcome of moving objects in the real world (Green,
McCloskey Caramazza, 1981).
Students often brought to the formal study of
physics an intuitive sense of meaning of common concepts
associated with motion. Over half of the students held
the Dominance belief as well as the Aristotelian belief.
A majority of them did not have a clear functional
understanding of some elementary, fundamental concepts.
They showed confusion on the concepts of velocity and
acceleration. Their ideas of force, energy and momentum
existed as somewhat vague, undifferentiated notions.
They always applied their intuitive sense to solve the
qualitative problems. They were not aware that they had
violated the Newton's laws of motion, which had been
taught in the classroom. This proved that many intui-
tive ideas about everyday physical phenomena were built
into the hardware of the brain, and were triggered by
appropriate experiences (Preece, 1984).
Despite of this, it was important for teachers to
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be aware of the conceptual frameworksheld by pupils and
it was indispensable to look for teaching strategies
that would help pupils to change their framework .
Nussbaum and Novick ( 1981 ) argued that teacher
should be aware that It is not a matter of his ` not
understanding' , but of his ` understandingdifferently '
from what was intended . Gilbert Osborne ( 1981 ) had
developedthe interview - about - instances ( IAI ) workshops
for teachers . A number of teaching models , based upon
the constructivists' principle ( Nussbaum Novak , 1983
Renner , 1982 ) , provided for learners * to explore new
materials for themselves , prior to interaction by the
teacher .
In addition , Freyberg Osborne ( 1981 ) and Osborne
( 1981 ) pointed out that children often unknowingly
misinterpretedwhat they were taught , so that the new
information was not in conflict with their earlier
ideas . Therefore , teachers must encourage their stu -
dents to expose their intuitive beliefs without engaging
their fear of being . ` wrong ' in their explanations
( Minstrell, 1982 ) . Studentswere then allowed to ex -
plore the results of their misconceptionsa d let them
to ' compare these with the more appropriate scientific
view of the situation.
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To promote reconceptualization, the teacher must
push the students to formulate causal hypotheses and to
test their validity repeatedly. Anderson (1977) advo-
cated the use of Socratic teaching method which encour-
aged students to participate in the dialogues. So as to
force them to deal with the counterexamples and to face
contradictions in the ideas. To overcome the attacks of
adversaries in the dialogues, the student must construct
a new framework of ideas that would stand up to criti-
cism.
Champagne et al. (1980) promoted a conflict whicr
might lead to a `scientific. revolution' in students'
conceptualization. He suggested a way to reject ar.
Aristotelian system of beliefs and to adopt a Newtoniar
paradigm by comparing and contrasting the two paradigms.
When both had been fully articulated and the benefits
and weaknesses of each had been discussed, students
would understand the motivation for choosing the Newto-
nian paradigm. Meanwhile, Minstrell (1982) also encour-
aged expression and arguments of the alternate explana-
tions.
Besides encouraging the exposure of students' own
conceptions, Osborne (1981) let students perform experi-
ments and then discussed the outcomes of the experiments
with the students. Finally, relating students' conclu-
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sions to everyday examples and technological applica -
tions .
Since the time for instruction in the classroom was
very limited , and since students could perform better on
the question that they were familiar to them , drilling
and practicing were also a means to alter the concep -
tions against the scientists ' science . Through inten -
sive drilling , students were forced to adopt the Newto -
nian science . A recent researchby Lochhead( 1986 ) re -
vealed that writing . exercises , by math students helped to
clarify fuzzy thoughts . It was found that requiring
students to write about how - they approached problems
made their thinking clearer and sharper .
Researchersin science education had explored chil -
dren ' s conceptualframeworksin many area of science and
had tried various teaching strategies to overcome the
naive theories held by students before instruction .
Further research should be conducted to explore the best
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Q 1 . A block of weight W is restingon a rough inclinedplane as
shownin fiure 1 .
0
Figure1
If 0 is the centre of the block , R and F are the normal
reaction and the frictional force acting on the block by the
plane , respectively. Which one of the following diagrams
shows correctly the directions and the lines along which the











74APPENDIX A (cont'd)Question Book
Q 2. When a coin is projected from a lower corner over the smooth
surface of an inclined plane, it will reach a maximum dis-
tance h up the plane and then reach the edge DC again at a







If a lighter coin is projected at the same speed and same






Q 3. A ball is carried horizontally at 1 m s-1, it is then re-
leased at the edge of the cliff. Which of the paths (A, B, C






APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
Question Book
Q 4 . A block of weight W resting on a rough horizontalsurface is
being pulled by means of a string attachedto one side as
shownin figure 4 . 0 is the centreof the block , T is the






If R and F are the normal reaction and the frictionalforce
acting on the block by the rough surface , respectively, and
the block is in equilibrium, which one of the following
diagrams shows correctly the directions and the lines along














76APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
Question Book
Q 5 . Two studentsof equal weight sit in identical rolling office
chairs facing each other . Student X places his feet on
studentY ' s knees, as shownin figure5 .
X Y
Figure5
When student X kicks outward, student Y moves to the right .
Which of the followingstatementsis true when X kicks out -
ward?
Each exerts a force on the other , but A exerts aA.
largerforce on Y .
Each exerts a force on the other , but Y exerts aB.
largerforce on X .
Each exerts a force on the other , and theseC.
forces are the same size .
Only X exertsa force on Y .D.
Q 6 . Two identicaltrolleys, A and B are movingtowarasthe rignL




I f the speedof B is twicethat of the speedof A , the . hori -
zontal force actingon A is FA and that on B is FB , which one
. . + , fn 1 1 ni nos statementsakemostsense?
The value of FB is equal to twice the value ofA.
FA.
The value of FB is greaterthan the value of FA ,B.
but not equal to twice the value of FA .
The value - of FB is smallerthan the value FA .C.
The relation betweenFA and FB cannot be deter -D.
mined from the informationgiven .
77APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
Question Book
Q 7 . A ball held by a string is swingingfrom left to right as
showni figure7 ( a ) .
P R
Q
Figure7 ( a )
Point P , Q and R are three differentpositionson the path of
the ball . Whichpath( A , B , C , or D ) in the figure7 ( b ) will




Figure7 ( b )
( i ) if the string is cut when the ball is at positionF ?
( ii ) if the stringis cut when the ball is at positionQ ?
( iii ) if the string is cut when the ball is at positionR ?
Q 8 . An aeroplaneis flying horizontallyand at the same time
droppinga parcel onto the ground. Which of the paths ( A ,
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Q 9 . A truck of mass 3000 kg makesa head - on collisionwith a
private car of mass 1000 kg travellingat the same speed in




Which one of the following statementsconcerningthe interac -
tion of the vehicles during impact is correct ?
A Each vehicle exerts a force on the other , but the
truck exerts a greater force on the private car .
B. Each vehicle exerts a force on the other , but the
private car exerts a greater force on the truck .
C, Both vehicles exerts the same size force on each
other.
D. Only the truck exerts a force on the private car .
Q 10 . Two identicalblocks are connectedby a piece of light
string . The string is placed lightly over a smooth pulley as
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Q 11 . A boy is whirlinga ball , tied to a piece of string, in a
horizontal circle on a smooth table . The string suddenly
breaksat point P . Whichof the paths( A , B , C or D ) shown











Draw , on the diagram( in the . Answer1 ioo 1 ) , all the rorces
( ignoringair resistance) - acting on the pendulumbob at point
X on its left - to - right journey.
( Draw longer arrows for larger force and label each arrow
with a name that says what kind of force it is . )
80APPENDIX A (cont'd)Question Book
X13. A cart is launched on a horizontal table by a elastic band of
unstretched length x as shown in figure 13. At-which of the
positions A, B, C and D will the cart has the greatest speed?
elastic band
x
original A B C D
position
Figure 13
Q14. Sam is heavier than Shirley. They lean on each other as




Which of the following statements is correct?
A. Each exerts a force on the other, but Sam exerts
a greater force on Shirley.
B. Each exerts a force on the other, but Shirley
exerts a greater force on Sam.
C. Sam and Shirley exert forces of same size on each
other.
D. Only Sam exerts a force on Shirley.
81APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
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Q 15 . Figure 15 shows a coin thrown verticallyupwardfrom point X .
The ball reachesa point higher than Z . Y is a point halfway




Ignoringair resistance, draw , on the diagram( in the Answer
Book ) , all the forcesacting on the coin at point Y - on its
upward journey .
( Draw longer arrows for larger force and label each arrow
with a name that says what kind of force it is . )
Q 16 . When a car is moving with an increasingspeed along a
straight, level road as shown in figure 16 .
increasing speed
Figure 16
what is the direction of the resultant frictional force
exertedby the road on the car ?
upwardA
B downward
C, forward( same directionas the car )
B, backward( opposeto the directionof the car )
82APPENDIX A (cont'd)Question nook
Q17. A plastic block X and a metal block Y shown in figure 17 are
of the same size and shape. Both blocks are held at the same




Neglecting the effect of air resistance, which of the blocks
will reach the floor first?
A. Block X.
B. Block Y.
C. Both blocks will reach the floor at the same
time.
D. Cannot be determined.
Q18. A billiard ball A moving at a high speed strikes an identical





After the collision, both balls move in the same direction.
Which of the following statements concerning the interaction
of the balls during impact is correct?
Each ball exerts a force on the other, but AA.
exerts a greater force.
Each ball exerts a force on the other, but BB.
exerts a greater.force.
Both balls exerts a force on the other, and theseC.
forces are the same size.
OnlyA exerts a force on B.D,
83APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )Question Book
Q 19 . In figure 19 you are lookingdown at a spiral tube lying flat
on the ground. A metal ball is put into the end X . of the









Whichof the paths A , B , C and D would the ball follow upon
emergingfrom the tube ?
20 . Two balls A and B are projectedvertically. upward with the
same initial speed at the same time as shown in figure 20 .
V V
Figure2 C
If A is heavier than B and the air resistanceis negligible,
which of the following combinationsconcerning the greatest
heights reached by the balls and the time taken to reach
their maximumheights is correct ?




samefor A and B .D. samefor A and B
APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
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Q 21 . A block X and a bucket Y are suspendedby light string at




If the system is at equilibrium, comparethe weights of the
two objects.
A X is heavierc.
B Y is heavier.
C The weightsof X and Y are equal .
Cannot be determined.D
Q 22 . A truck is movingup an inclinedroad at a constantspeed as
shownin figure 22 .
constant speed
Figure 22
What is the direction - of the resultant frictional force
exertedby the road on the truck ?
Perpendicularto the road towards the truck . .A.
Up the inclinedroad ( same directionas . theB,
truck) .
Down the inclinedroad ( oppose to the . directionC.
of the truck) .
Resultant frictional force = 0D.
85APPENDIXA ( cont ' d )
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Q 23 . Two identicalcarts , X and Y , are held at the same heighton
smooth identical inclined tracks as shown in figure 23 .
A Y
Figure 23
If cart X is loadedand Y is empty, whichcart ( s ) will reach
the floor first when they are releasedat the same time ?
A. CartX .
B. CartY .
C. Both carts will reach the floor at the same time .
D. Cannot be determined.
Q 24 . A cannonball is fired from a ' cannon. PointA , B and C ( see





Ignoringair resistance, draw , in the . AnswerBook , all the
forces acting on ball ( longer arrows for larger force and
label each arrow with a name that says what kind of force it
is . ) at positions
( i ) A ,
( ii ) B , and
( iii ) C .
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Figure24 ( i )










Key and Specified Misconceptions
Problems Key Suecifie miscnncentinnc Wrong answers
Q 1 B A , C D
CQ 2 A , B D
CQ. 3 A B , D
CQ 4 A , D B
CQ 5 A , D B
DQ 6 A , B C
Q 7 ( i ) B A C , D
Q 7 ( ii ) C A B , D
Q 7 ( iii ) D B , C
D B A , CQ 8
A , D BCQ 9
B A , DCQ 10
C DA , BQ 11
force diagramQ 12




A , DBCQ 17
BA , DCQ 18
DA , BCQ 19
AB , CDQ 20
A , D' BCQ 21
At DCBQ 22
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APPENDIX E
Explanations from Answer Books
The following is a summary of explanations given by the
sample students in their answers books. The number in the
bracket following each explanation represents the number of
students giving similar reasons.
Ml. Heavy objects fall faster than lighter objects.
(Q17, Q23)
017. Falling Block Problem
Mass of metal is heavier, it has a greater downward
force, thus.its speed is greater and it reaches the
around first. (20)
Metal is heavier, it has a greater acceleration,
therefore will-reach the ground first. (2)
Heavier objects must reach the grouna first, (1)
Correct explanations (40)
Other incorrect responses (3)
Blank (4)
023. Cart on an inclined Problem
Cart X is heavier, it has a greater aownwara rorce,
therefore will reach.the ground first. (35)
Cart X is heavier, it nas a greater acceleration,
therefore will reach the ground first. (4)
95APPENDIX E (cont'd)Explanations from Answer Books
Cart X has a greater mass, thus has a greater
velocity and will reach the ground first. (7)
Cart X is heavier, thus the frictional force acting
on it'is greater and the net downward force becomes
smaller, hence it will reach the ground later. (2)
Correct explanations (15)
Other incorrect responses (5)
Blank (2)
M2. Lighter objects reach a greater height when pro-
jected. (Q2, Q20)
Q2. Inclined Plane Problem
Lighter-coin should reach a greater height if both
were acted by the same force. (16)
Lighter coin has a smaller gravitational pull., when
acted by the same force, the net upward force is
greater, hence, its speed is greater and it will
reach a greater height. (10)
Lighter coin can travel faster when acted by the
same force. (2)
Lighter coin can move easier up the incline plane.
(1)
Correct explanations (34)
Other incorrect responses (7)
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QZ 1 . Two Balls Problem
B is lighter , it will rise higher A is heavier , it
will fall faster . ( 25
B is lighter , the net upward force is greater than
A , thus,
( i ) it has more energyto move. ( 1 )
( ii ) it rises- higher. ( 4 )
( iii ) its accelerationis greater. ( 1 )
Lighter thing moves faster upward , heavier thing
falls faster to ground. ( 3 )
Lighter things rise up higher in shorter time . ( 3 ,
Correct explanations( 24 )
Other incorrect responses( 5 )
Blank( 4 )
M 3 . Greaterforce impliesa greaterspeed. ( Q 6 , Q 13 )
Q 6 . Two Trolleys Problem
Since the speed of B is twice of A , the force
actingon B shouldbe twice of ' A . ( 8 )
Since their masses are the same and the accelera -
tion of B is twiceof A , with F = ma , thus , F a a ,
thereforeFA = 2 FB . ( 11 )
Since the mass is constant , force oc velocity ,
thereforeFA = 2 FB . ( . 2 )
97APPENDIXE ( cont ' d )Explanations from Answer Books
Sincemomentum= mv , FB = 2 FA . ( 4 )
SinceF = mv , thereforeFB = 2 FA . ( 2 )
FA / FB = speedof A / speedof B , therefore, FA = 2 FB .
( 1 )
Energy = Zmv 2 , force acting on the trolley is
proportionalto the square of their speeds . ( 3 )
Force varies with their mass and velocity . ( 1 )
Speed increased , accelerationalso increased , thus ,
F = ma - also increased, henceFA < FB . ( 5 )
B ' s velocityis greater than A ' s , therefore, FA
FB. ( 2 )
B moves faster , it should be acted by a larger
force, thus, FA < FB . ( 5 )
Correct explanations( 16 )
Other incorrectresponses( 10 ) e . g . the mass of the
trolley is unknown , therefore the force cannot be
determined. The choice [ D ] is correct , but the
explanations are incorrect .
Q 13 . Cart Problem
The elastic band is pulled longest at A . The
tension in the elastic band is therefore greatest ,
the greatest force acts on the trolley and hence it
will move fastest. ( 29 )
98APPENDIXE ( cont ' d )
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The cart has greatest accelerationat A , after -
wards , the speed of the cart will decrease. ( 3 )
The cart moves fastest at A , its speed then de -
creasesdue to friction. ( 3 )
The trolley at A has greatestenergy . ( 2 )
Correct explanations( 20 )
Other incorrect responses( 8 )
Blank( 5 )
M 4 . Lower( closerto earth ) impliesheavier. ( Q 10 , Q 21 )
Q 10 . Two Blocks Problem
Two blocks have the same mass , they should be at
the same level so that they are balanced. ( 24 )
Two blocks have the same mass should be at the same
position. . The loweredone implies heavier . ( 10 )
They have the same weight , their potential energies
should be the same , therefore, they should be at
the same height. ( 2 )
Y should come down because they have the same force .
f 1
Other incorrect responses( 5 )
Blank( 4 )
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Q 21 . Bucket Block Problem
Since Y is lowered , its force should be greater ,
thereforeY is heavier . ( 30
The system is similar to a balance , . heavier ' side
should pull downward and lighter side should rise
up. ( 7 )
If their weights are the same , they should be at
the same level . The heavier one should ' move down -
ward. ( 3 )
Heavier one should be nearer to the ground . ( 3 )
Correct explanations( 8 )
Other incorrect responses( 9 )
Blank( 10 )
45 . There is a torce acting in the direction of motion
of a movingobject. ( Q 12 , Q 15 , Q 24 )
Q 12 . Swinging PendulumProblem
Q 15 . Tossed Coin Problem
Q 24 . CannonBall Problem
On the average , over 95 % of the sample studentshad
drawn a force along the motion of the moving ob -
ject . The students often named this force as
` accelera' ting force ' , ` force by hand ' force from
cannon' , etc . .
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M6. Even in the absence of external force, objects
would move in a curve path. (Qll, Q19)
Q11. Ball String Problem
When the string breaks at P, the ball is still
moving at high speed, therefore, it has a upward
motive force to carry the ball to follow path B.
(20)
The ball whirling had a force. When the string
breaks at P, the horizontal force brings it to move
straight forward. (15)
The ball will continue its own path and follow path
A due to the inertia force. (5)
The ball will continue to move in a circular way
because it has a motive force. However, the path
should not be A because some of its energy is lost
to air friction. (2)
Path B is the most likely answer, it should not
move straight outward. (2)
Correct explanations kiD)
Other incorrect responses (9)
Blank (2)
Q19. Spiral Tube Problem
The ball is moving, it has a force to continue to
move in a circular way (path B). (17)
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The ball circulatinghas a force along its motion .
As it comes out , the horizontalforce push it move
straight forward . ( 11
The ball at Y has a horizontalspeed , thus , it will
continue to move horizontally. ( 10
The ball will continue its own path and follow path
A becauseit has an inertia force . ( 9 )
The circular path it follows will be B instead of A
becausethere is energy loss to friction . ( 2 )
Correct explanations( 5 )
Other incorrect responses( 11 )
Blank( 5 )
M 7 . StraightDownBelief. ( Q 3 , Q ' ( , Q 8
Q 3 . Cliff Problem
When the ball is releasedat the edge , it is acted
by a horizontal forward force and the force due to
gravity. Thus , it would follow path C . ( 15 )
Thereis an inertiaforce acL irig on i . ne uc 1 . 11 l . U
keep its horizontal motion and a force due to
gravity. ( 2 )
The ball is pushea ay zne people . wnen it . ieaves
the table , it is acted by the force from the people
and the gravitationalforce as well . Therefore it
followsa curvedpath . ( 2 )
102APPENDIXE ( cont ' d )
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When the ball leaves the edge , it falls straight to
ground due to the gravitationalforce . ( 9 )
Constant velocity implies no force acting on the
ball horizontally, thus it will fall straight down
due to the gravitationalpull . ( 3 )
C is the most possible answer , others are impossi -
ble. ( 2 )
When the ball leaves the edge , it has a ` release
energy ' , so it will follow path C due to gravita -
tionalpull . ( 1 )
When the ball falls down , it has a forward force
which will not diminishat once , but slowly . ( 1 )
The ball will be slowly affected by gravity wnen it
is released, it will follow a curvedpath . ( 1 )
The ball is acted by gravity . When it moves tiii
its velocity becomes zero , it will fall straight
downto ground. ( 1 )
The ball is acted by some forces , it will follow
pathC . ( 1 )
Correct explanations( 17 )
Other incorrect responses( 12 )
07 . Swinging Ball Problem
Q 7 ( i ) and Q 7 ( iii ) showedthat most of the students
( over 90 % ) did not have the straightdown belief .
However, a . lot of students( over 60 % ) treated the
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ball , which was moving , had a force along its
motion . When the string broke , the ball was acted
b . y two forces , namely the force along motion and
the gravitationalpull . Thus , the ball would
folrow a curved path . Likewise, about 5 % of the
students argued that when the ball swung to posi -
tion R , its speed became zero . There was no
` acceleratingforce ' acted on it except the force
due to gravity . Hence , it would fall straight down .
Q 7 ( ii ) showedthat over 40 % of the studentsbe -
lieved that the ball would fall straight down .
This was because many of them thought that the ball
at its lowest position had minimumenergy , thus , it
had no ` moving force ' and was stationary. The ball
was only acted by the force due to gravity , hence
it - fell straightdown .
QB . Aero Dlane Problem
The aeroplane is flying forward , the parcel will be
left behind the aeroplane when it reached the
ground. - ( 12 ) .
The parcel has a horizontalvelocity , thus has a
horizontal force , together with the force due to
gravity as it falls , the parcel will follow D . ( 20 )
The parcel has an inertia force acting on it ,
combining with the gravitational force , hence it
will followpath D . - ( 5 )
The movement of the aeroplane does not affect the
parcel . The parcel has no speed when it falls out
the aeroplane. It will fall straight down due to
gravity. ( 16 )
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D is the most likely path. (2)
Correct explanations (10)
Other incorrect responses (5)
Blank (3)
M8. The `cause' exerts greater force. (Q5, Q18)
Q5. Office Chairs Problem
X kicks outward, he must exert a greater force. (15)
Y is moved by X, therefore X must exert a greater
force. (13)
X kicks outward, it produces energy, thus, he exerts
a larger force on-Y. (1)
X kicks outward, Y is stationary, only X exerts a
force on Y. (4)
The force is given by X, Y only receives the force
from X. (1)
X does not obtain any force' from Y. Only X exerts a
force on Y. (1)
Correct explanations (24)
Other incorrect responses (10)
Blank (1)
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Q 18 . Billiard Ball Problem
B is stationary, it has no speed , it doesn ' t exert a
forceon A . ( 22 )
B is moved by A , A should exert a greater force on
B . ( 13 )
A is moving , it has a motive force . A gives the
motiveforce to B so that B moves. ( 11 )
B is stationary, it has no force . A has a constant
high speed , it has a constanthigh force . ( 5 )
A is moving , it has a force . When it collideswith
B , it is acted by an opposingforce given by B ,
therefore A is slowed down . Whereas B received a
force and move fast . ( 1 )
The energy of A is given to B after collision. ( 1 )
The momentumof A is greater than B , thus , A exerts
a greaterforce . ( 1 )
Correct explanations( 10 )
ether incorrect responses( 6 )
M 9 . Greatermass exertsgreaterforce . ( Q 9 , Q 14 )
Q 9 . Truck Car Problem
Both have the same mass q but the truck is heavier ,
it should exert a greater force . ( 48 )
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The kinetic energy of the truck is greater , there -
fore should exert a greater force . ( 2 )
With equal speed , the force is compared by their
masses. ( 2 )
The momentum of the truck is greater , therefore
should exert a greater force . ( 1 )
With F = mv , A is correct. ( 1 )
The force by the private car is canceled by the
truck , therefore, only the truck exert a force . on
the privatecar . ( 2 )
Correct explanations( 8 )
Other incorrect responses( 5 )
Blank( 1 )
Q 14 . Shirley Sam Problem
Sam is heavier , he should exert a greater force .
( 40)
Shirley has to give a greater force so the she can
balancethe force given by Sam . ( 7 )
Sam exerts a greater force . The force by Shirley
is cancelledby S . am . Thereforeonly Sam exert the
force. ( 2 )
F = ma , Sam exerts a greaterforce . ( 1
Correct explanations( 14 )
Other incorrect responses( 6 )
107APPENDIX E (cont'd)
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M10. Friction opposes the motion of the c.g. of a roll
ind object. (Q.16, Q22)
Q16. Car Problem
Since friction always opposes motion, the direction
of the friction should be backward. (R2)
Correct explanations (2)
Other incorrect responses (4)
Blank (2)
Q22. Truck on an Inclined Problem
Since friction always opposes motion, the friction-
al force should be down the inclined. (51)
The truck is travelling at a constant speed, the
resultant frictional force should be zero. (13)
Correct explanations (1)
Other incorrect response (2)
Blank (3)
M11. Reaction force passes through the centre of mass.
(01, Q4)
Q1. Block on an Inclined Problem
The reaction force should pass through. 0 and per-
pendicular to the inclined plane. (22)
108APPENDIX E (cont'd)Explanations from Answer Books
The reaction force should pass through 0 and equal
and opposite to W. (38)






R should be pass through 0 and perpendicular to the
plane. R should lie on the floor as well. (32)
R is, the reaction force, it should be equal and
opposite to W. F should lie on the floor. (11)
The block is in equilibrium, R should be equal and
opposite to W, F should be equal and opposite to T.
W, R should pass through 0, while F should lie on
the floor. (10
A is the most possible answer. (8)
Correct explanations (1)





The following are the responsesgiven by the students during
the interviews. The students were being asked for the
reasons of their choices of each problem . The duration of
each interviewwas about one hour .
Interview1 ( High Achiever+ )
* Q 1 . W should be downwardand R should be perpendicular
to the inclined plane . Both should pass through
0 . F should be upward to oppose motion .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 2 . Since both have the same speed projectedat the
same angle , thus the force acting on them is the
same . The distanceh and d should be the same and
would not be affectedby their masses. [ Choice : C ]
* Q 3 . Becausethe ball is travellingat constantveloci -
ty , this implies no force is ' acting on the ball
horizontally . Therefore , only gravitational force
is acting on the ball and it will fall straight
[ Choice: A ]downward.
( Choice: AJQ 4 . Similarto W 1
with specified misconception
with internal physicsmock exam marks at the top 20 %
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Q 5 . By Newton ' s third law : Action and Reactionequal
and opposite . Each exerts a force on the other ,
and these forces are the same size . [ Choice : C ]
Q 6 . , Force cannot be determinedirectly from their
speeds.
[ Choice: D ]
* Q 7 . ( i ) The resultantof - the force along motionand the
weight of the ball leads the ball to follow
pathB . [ Choice: B ]
( ii ) Similarto 7 ( i ) . [ Choice: Cl
( iii ) At R , the ball has the inertia to move upward
and it is also attractedby gravity . It pre -
fers path D , [ Choice: D ]
KQ 8 . The parcel has a horizontalspeed gained from the
aeroplane. As it falls , it is acted by a horizon-
tal force as well as the force due to gravity .
The path it follows is along the resultant force
[ Choice: D ]acting on the parcel .
Q 9 . By Newton' s third law , action force is equal to
the reaction force . LChoice: Cl
Q 10 . The two blocks has the same weight , thereforethe
force acts on each side of the string is the . same
and they can cancel each other . The blocks will
remain stationary forever . LChoice: CJ
CQ 11 . The force acting on ' the ball at P is horizontal,
thereforeit will shoot out along path C .
[ Choice: Cl
111APPENDIXF ( cont ' d )
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Q 12 . The pendulumbob is acted by the tension of the
string , its own weight , and an unbalancedforce
along its motion .
Q 13 . Force is still acting on the cart until D . Since
it is acted along by the force , its speed is
increasingfrom A to D . Hence the cart has its
greatestspeed at D . [ Choice: DI
Q 14 . Action and reaction should be equal and opposite .
Therefore , they exert forces of same size on each
other. [ Choice: Cl
Q 15 . The coin at Y is acted by an ` action force ' and
its own weight . The action force is the force for
motion.
: Q 160 Frictional force is always in opposite direction
to the motion. [ Choice: D ]
Q 17 . They should reach the floor at the same time ,
since it . is independentof their masses . This is
already shown in the text . [ Choice: C ]
Q 18 . By Newton ' s third law : Action and reactionare
[ Choice: Clequal and opposite .
Q 19 . The force acting on the metal ball at Y is hors
zontal , therefore it should fly straight forward .
( Choice: Cl
Q 20 . The time taken and the maximumheight are not
[ Choice: Cldependedon their masses .
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Q 21 . The system is in equilibrium, thus . their weights
must be the same . Then the force acts on each
side of the string will be equal and can be can -
celled . ( Choice: Cl
Q 22 . Friction is always opposite to the action force .
[ Choice: Cl
WZJ . The velocity of the carts does not depend on their
masses . They should reach the floor at the ' same
timE [ Choice: Cl
: Q 24 . The forces acting on the cannon ball includesthe
force due to gravity and an unbalancedforce along
its motion . The former one remain , unchangedwhile
the latter one will gradually decrease due . to air
resistance .
InterviewZ ( High Achiever)
Q 1 . W should be verticallydownward. R should be
perpendicularto the inclined plane . Both should
pass through0 . [ Choice: A ]
Q 2 . The distancesh and d snould remain unchangedas
they are unaffectedby the mass of the coin .
[ Choice: Cl
cQ 3 . As the ball falls , it is acted by a horizontal
inertia force and the . force due to gravity . The




*Q4. Similar to Q1.. F should lie on the floor.
[Choice: A]
Q5.. Action and reaction force should be equal and
opposite. Both should exert the same force on
each other. [Choice: C]
Q6. The force acting on it is proportional to the
square of its velocity. [Choice: B]
*Q7. (i) At P, the bob is' acted by a force along its
path and the force due to gravity. The path
follows the direction of the resultant force.
[Choice: B]
(ii) At.Q, the force along motion is horizontal..
[Choice: C]
(iii) At R, the force along motion is a bit upward.
[Choice: D]
*Q8. The parcel has a 'horizontal speed, therefore has a
horizontal force. Combining with the gravitation
force, the path should be D. [Choice: D]
*Q9. Since the mass of the truck is larger, it should
exert a greater force on the private car.
[Choice: A]
*Q10. As the glocxs nave zne same mass, they should
exert the same force on each side of the string.
Finally, X-rises so that they balance each other.
[Choice: B]
*11. The ball at P has a horizontal speed, therefore it
will fly straight outward [Choice: C]
114APPENDIX F (cont'd)
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*Q12. The pendulum bob is acted by the tension, the
gravitational force and the force given by the one
who. swing the pendulum bob.
Q13. At D, the potential energy of the elastic band is
lowest, it is given to the cart as kinetic energy.
Hence it has the greatest speed [Choice: D]
Q14. Since they are in equilibrium, both should exert
an equal but opposite force on each other.
[Choice: C]
*Q15. The coin at Y is 'acted 'by a 'gravitational force
and an upward force given by the-one who toss the
coin.
Q16. The frictional force is always opposing the direc-
tion of motion of the'car. [Choice: D]
Q17. The time taken for them to reach the floor is
independent of their masses. [Choice: C]
Q18. Action and reaction force should be equal and
opposite.
[Choice: C]
Q19. The metal ball at Y has a horizontal speed, it
will continue to fly straight forward. [Choice: C]
Q20. The distance travelled and the time taken are
independent of their masses. [Choice: DI
Q21. As Y is at a iowerea position, tnis means triat Y
is heavier than X. [Choice: B]
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Q 22 . As the truck is moving at a constantspeed , there
is no force acting on the truck . . [ Choice: D ]
QZ 3 . As the weight ' of the load and the angle of the
inclined plane are unknown , it cannot be deter -
mined . [ Choice : Dl
Q 24 . The cannon ball is acted by the gravitational
force and the force along its motion given by the
cannon . The gravitational force increases while
the force along motion gradually decreases from A
to C .
Interview3 ( Averageachiever+ + )
Q 1 . The reaction force should be . oppositeand equal to
its weight , since the block has no vertical mo -
tion . [ Choice: C ]
Q 2 . Since the coin is lighter , its gravitationalpu l
is smaller , therefore it rises higher and returns
to ground at a greater d . [ Choice : A ]
Q 3 . The ball has a horizontalvelocity as it leaves
the cliff . In addition to the downwardpull by
gravity , the resultantpath should be C .
[ Choice: Cl
Q 4 . R shouldbe - equal ana oppositeto w . Same as Ql .
[ Choice: A ]
with internalpnYSC ' S moult exam marlts aL Lne mlaule Luk
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CQ 5 . Since Y is at rest , X has to providemore force to
make Y move backward , hence X exerts a greater
force . [ Choice: A ]
Q . Greater force can make the trolley runs faster .
Since the speed of the trolley B is twice that of
B , FB shouldbe greater, but F = ma only , FB may
not equal to twice the value of FA . [ Choice: B ]
Q 7 . ( i ) The ball is moving towardsleft and combining
gravitationalpul as it falls . [ Choice : B ]
( ii ) The ball is at rest at its lowest position,
therefore only gravitational force acts on the
ball , hence , it falls straightdown . [ Choice: A ]
( iii ) Similarto 7 ( i ) . [ . Choice: D ]
Q 8 . Similarto 7 • ( i ) , the parcel has a horizontal
velocity before it falls down to ground .
[ Choice: C ]
: Q 9 . The truck has a greatermass , implieshas a great -
er energy , therefore exert a greater force on the
[ Choice: A ]other .
KQ 1 O . Since both blocks have the same mass , they have
the same . gravitationalpull , they should be at the
same height at equilibrium. ( Choice : B ]
: Q 11 . I ' m sure the correctanswershouldn' t be u . . . .
Since the ball is used to the circular path before
the string breaks , it will continue to move in a
circular way until its swinging velocity dimin -
ished , then it will move straight along .
[ Choice: B ]
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Q 12 . Besides gravity and tension in string , there is a
force along the motion of the - bob , this force is
given by the one who swing the bob . If this force
doesn ' t exist , the bob cannot move . This force
will remain constant if there is no air friction
againstit .
cQ 13 . The rubber band gives a force on the cart as . it is
released , but this force will be used up due to
air resistance. At A , the cart has the greatest
speed since it is pulled by the greatest force , it
then losses * its energy to friction and then slow
down. [ Choice: A ]
' Q 14 . Sam is heavier , thereforeshould exert a greater
force on Shirley [ Choice: A ]
kQ 15 . Besides gravity , there is an upward force given by
the hand who tossed the coin . The force due to
gravity remains unchanged , while the latter force
should be diminishingdue to air friction . When
the coin rises , the upward force is larger than
the force due to gravity . As it falls , the - upward
force becomes smaller than the force due to gravi -
ty .
Q 16 . Friction always opposes motion . Lunoice : Di
Q 17 . Recallingthe ' guinea and feather experiment' ,
both will reach the floor at the same time .
[ Choice: C ]
Q 18 . A is moving , thereforehas greater energy and hence
exert a greater force on B . [ Choice : A ]
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CQ 19 . The metal ball moves along a spiral tube , it will
continue its way of moving even as it comes out
since it is used to it . However, the path can ' t
be so curve as A due to energy loss to air fric -
tion . [ Choice: B ]
rQ 20 . When two balls were projectedwith the same ini -
tial velocity , the upward force acting on both of
them are the same . However, B is lighter than A ,
the net upwardforce of B ' s is greaterthan A ' s ,
hence B will rise up higher and will return in a
loner time . [ Choice: B )
kQ 21 . The pulley is similar to a balance , the heavier
side should be lowered . [ Choice: B ]
Q 22 . Friction always opposesmotion . [ Choice : C ]
Q 23 . Both should reach the floor at the same time
similar to the free falling object . [ Choice : C
IQZ 4 . Besides gravity , Lnere is a force along zne pain
of the flying cannon ball which is given by the
cannon . This is - the motive force that makes the
cannon ball moves . This force is greatest at A
and - becomeszero at B . The speed of the cannon
ball is also greatestat A , but I do not know how
it becomeslater .
Interview 4 ( Average achiever )
Q 1 . I don ' t understandthe question. 1 think that
reaction force R should be normal to the inclined
plane and pass through O . [ Choice : A ]
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Q 2 . Lighter coin has less gravitationalpull . With
the same amount of force pushing both coins up -
ward , the lighter coin will rise up higher and
return to ground with a greater d . [ Choice : A ]
cQ 3 . The ball moves along horizontallyhas a force
along motion . As it falls down , it will diminish
and gradually , the ball falls straight down due to
gravity . [ Choice: C ]
Q 4 . I don ' t understandthe question. I know that
friction should lie between the block and the
floor as well as R should be perpendicularto the
surface and pass through 0 [ Choice: Al
Q 5 . . It is becauseX kicks outward, thereforeX applies
a greaterforce on Y so as to make Y moves .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 6 . The value of FB shouldbe twice that of FA . It is
because greater force will make the trolley run
faster . Greater force implies greater velocity .
[ Choice: Al
: Q 7 . If the string is cut , the ball will be acted by
the force along motion as well as the force due to
gravity . The path of the ball is along the re -
sultant force acting on the ball . Hence , the path
of ( i ) is B , ( ii ) is C and( iii ) is D .
[ Q 8 . The parcel will fall straightdown due to gravity .
[ Choice: B ]
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Q 9 . Since the truck is heavier , it would apply a
larger force on the private car . It is similar to
a heavy man at the top exert a greater force on
the thin man at the bottom . [ Choice : A ]
IQ 10 . The two blocks - are identical , therefore their
weights are the same , at equilibrium, they should
be at the same level for symmetrical. [ Choice : B ]
kQ ll . By the time the string breaks , the ball still
remains the tendency to circulate , but it has no
force ( tension ) acting on it , thereforefinally it
will move in a straight line . The tendency to
retain its initial motion may be due to inertia .
[ Choice: B ]
Q 12 . There is • a force along motion becausethe pendulum
need a force so that it can move .
Q 13 . The more the elastic band is being stretched, the
larger the force it applies on the cart . At A , .
the force acting on the cart is largest , and
hence , the velocity of the cart is fastest .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 14 . Sam is heavier than Shirley , therefore should
exert a greater force on Shirley . [ Choicer A ]
Q 15 . At Y , the coin experiencesthe upward force along
motion . as well as gravity acting on it . The
upward force will remain unchanged if no air
resistanceacting on it .
rQ 16 . Friction always opposes motion . LChoice : uj
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Q 17 . The heavier block should reach the ground first if
there is no air resistance . Neglecting the effect
of air resistance , I rememberedthat the text
showed that they same reach the floor at the same
time. [ Choice: Cl
Q 18 . A i - s movinghas a greater motive force , should
exert a greater force on the other . [ Choice : A ]
[ Choice: B )' Q 19 . Similarto Q 1 . 1 . .
: Q 20 . Lighter object can be easily lift up by a smaller
force since it . has a smaller gravitationalforce
acting on it . When two balls have the same ini -
tial velocity , that mean they were being applied
by the same force , the lighter one should rise up
higher and need a longer time to reach the ground .
[ Choice: B ]
Q 21 . Heavier object should be lowered , since it is
pulled by a larger gravitationalforce , hence , it
will be nearer to the ground . [ Choice : B ]
[ Choice: ClQ 22 . Friction should oppose motion
: Q 23 . The heavier cart snoula reacn the grouna rirsL
because the gravitationalforce on it is larger .
Hence , it falls down at a greater speed and will
reach the floor first . [ Choice : C ]
Q 24 . The cannon ball gains a force from the cannon as
it is being shoot out . The force would remain
constant if there is no air resistance. The speed
of the cannon ball also remains constant through -
out the flight. . . . But I ' m not sure . . . .
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Interview5 ( AverageAchi Pv Pr )
Q 1 . I don ' t know why . May be I considerthat the
reaction force should be normal to the plane and
pass throughthe centre of mass 0 . [ Choice : A ]
: Q 2 . The lighter coin should rise up higher than the
heavier coin when both were acted by the same
force . It is because lighter coin has a smaller
downward weight . Therefore the net upward force
becomes greater and hence can rise up higher .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 3 . The ball has a horizontalvelocity and a downward
force due to gravity , hence , the resultant path
should be C . [ Choice : C ]
Q 4 . I don ' t know . . . . Frictionalforce shouldlie
between the block and the floor . Likewise , reac -
tion force should be . normal to the plane and pass
through0 . Choice: A
Q 5 . X kicks outward , thereforehe gives a larger force
so that - Y becomesmoving towards right .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 6 . Greater force should give greater velocity provid -
ed their masses are the same . [ Choice : A ]
Q 7 . ( i ) The ball at P has a velocityalong motion, as
it falls , as it is acted by gravity , therefore
the path is curved . [ Choice : B ]
( ii ) The ball at Q is at its lowest positionand at
rest , therefore it just falls straight down to
ground . [ Choice : A ]
( iii ) The ball at R is similarto ( i ) [ Choice: D ]
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Q 8 . The aeroplaneis flying towards left , the parcel
will fall behind the aeroplane as it reaches the
ground . [ Choice : A ]
Q 9 . The truck is heavier than a private car . If they
were at the same speed , the truck ' s momentumis
larger , hence exert a greater force on the private
car . [ Choice: A ]
Q 10 . At equilibrium, the heavier one should be lowered
while the lighter one should rise . Now , the
blocks are identical , they should be at equal
height .
[ Choice: B )
: Q 11 . I ' m sure it won ' t be C . The answershouldbe A oz
B . It shouldn' t be A , it ' s too curve . Most
probably, it should be B . - When the ball is moving
in a circular path , it will continue its way of
movingunlessa force acting on . it . . . . This is a
kind of inertia . [ Choice : BI
: Q 12 . Besidestension and force due to gravity , there is
a force along motion , this is the force given by
the one who swing the ball . The force will remain
unchangedif there is no air resistance . The
velocity of the ball will be fastest at the begin -
ning of the swing . The velocity gradually de -
crease and finally stop due to air resistance.
Q 13 . When the elastic band is more stretched, the
trolley will experience a greater tension force .
The speed of the cart will also be greater .
[ Choice: A ]
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Q 14 . - Greater mass should exert a greater force on the
other since - its momentumis greater . ( Choice : Al
cQ 15 . Besides force due to gravity , the coin experience
a force along motionwhichcarries the coin up -
ward . As this force gradually diminish due to air
resistance, the coin will fall down to ground .
The velocity - of the coin is greatest as it just
leve the hnrl _
Q 16 . Friction often opposesmotion . [ Choice : D ]
Q 17 . I learned from the textbook that they should reach
the ground at the same time . . . . The guinea and
feather experiment . [ Choice : C ]
Q 18 . A is moving , thereforehas a greater momentumor
motive force and - exert a greater force on B .
[ Choice: A ]
[ Choice: B ]Q 19 . Similarto Qil .
Q 20 . B is lighter , thereforehas a smaller gravitational
pull . When both were projected with the same
speed , they experiencequal upward force . Hence ,
B ' • s net upward force is greater thereforecan rise
up higher and returns to ground for a longer time .
[ Choice: B ]
Q 21 . Since Y is lowered, it shouldbe heavier. . . .
Like . a balance . [ Choice : B ]
KQ 22 . Friction often opposes motion . [ Choice : Cl
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Q 23 . If there is no air resistance, both should reach
the ground at the same time . This is similar to
Q 17 . . . . The guinea and feather experiment.
[ Choice: C 1 ]
Q 24 . The force along motion is being given by the
cannon so that the cannon ball can fly ' along .
This force will remain constant if there is no air
resistance . The velocity of the cannon ball is
decreasingfrom A to B , but increasingfrom B to
C.
Interview 6 ( Average Achiever )
: Q 1 . I don ' t know . I guessit shouldbe C becauseR
usually pass through the centre of mass 0 .
[ Choice: Cl
: Q 2 . The lighter coin should move raster since its net
upward force is greater . Therefore it should rise
up higher and return to ground at a . greater d .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 3 The ball has a horizontalforce and the force due
to gravity as it just leave the cliff , hence , the
resultant path is parabolic . [ Choice : C )
Q 4 . I don ' t know . I guessit snoulaoe ti , similarLU
Q1 .
[ Choice: A ]
KQ 5 . X must providea force to Y so as to make r move ,
therefore, X should exert a greater force on Y .
[ Choice: A ]
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Q 6 . FA should be greater than FB because trolley B
moves faster , but I don ' t know their relationship
since F = ma only . [ Choice : B ]
: Q 7 . ( i ) At P , the ball has a force along motionand
force due to gravity , therefore it falls down
[ Choice: B ]as B .
( ii ) The ball at its lowest position has minimum
energy therefore has no force along motion .
The ball falls down only under the influence of
gravity , hence it falls straight down .
[ Choice: A ]
( iii ) Similar to 7 ( 1 ) , only tnat the rorce along
motion is shifted upward , therefore the result -
ant path should be D . [ Choice : DI
Q 8 . The parcel will fall straight down due to the
gravitationalpull . [ Choice : B ]
: Q 9 . The truck has greater weight snoula exert a great -
er force on the other as they both has the same
speed . [ Choice : A ]
Q 10 . Since their masses are the same , they snouia oe
balanced as they exert the same force due to
gravity at each side , hence they will be equal
height for balance . [ Choice : B ]
: Q 11 . When the string breaxs , Lne sail SLlii nas tile
inertia force to circulate , thus , it will move in
a circular way until its inertia force gradually
disappearedue to air friction , then the ball
will move straight forward . [ Choice : B ]
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Q 12 . The bob at X is acted by tension, force due to
gravity , as well as the force given by the man who
swing the pendulum.
* Q 13 . When the cart is released, the force on the cart
is greatest . Then the force will gradually depre -
ciate due the air friction , therefore , the cart
moves fastest at A . [ Choice: A ]
Q 14 . Sam is heavier than Shirley therefore should exert
a greater force on Shirley . [ Choice : A ]
cQ 15 . There is a force given by the hand of the one who
throw the coin . Thus , the coin has an upward
force and it flies upward . However, - the gravita -
tional force pulled the coin . back to the ground .
Finally , it falls back to ground .
' 4 Q 16 . There is frictionthat opposesmotion. [ choice : UJ
KQ 17 . Block Y is heavier , therefore it experiencesa
greater gravitational, hence , it will fall back to
the around faster . [ Choice : B ]
' Q 18 . A is moving , thereforeit snoula exert a greater
force on B . That is the motive force , which is
given to B so that B moves . [ Choice : A ]
: Q 19 . The metal ball moves around the spiral tube has
gained the inertia to move in the circular way .
S . ince there is air friction , the metal ball has
lost some of its power , hence , it will follow path
R instead of path A . [ Choice : B )
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Q 20 . The lighter ball B should rise up higher , the
heavier ball A should fall back to ground in a
shorter time . [ Choice : B )
Q 21 . X is heavier because X possessesgreater potential
energy should exert a greater force on the pulley .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 22 . There is friction that opposesmotion . [ Choice : C ]
' Q 23 . The heavier cart X has a greater downwardforce ,
therefore it will run faster and will reach the
ground first . [ Choice : A ]
: Q 24 . The cannonhas given a force to the cannonball so
that it flies in the sky . Therefore, there are
two forces acting on the cannon ball at position
A , B or C . They are the force due to gravity and
the force given by the cannon . The force due to
gravity is a constant , while the force from the
cannon will decrease gradually due to air resist -
ance.
Interview 7 ( Low achieverTTT
Q 1 . A should be correct because W should pass through
O and R should be perpendicularto the incline
plane . [ Choice : A ]
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*Q2. The lighter coin will move faster when both pro-
jected with the. same force. Therefore, it should
rise higher and the time it is moving'of course
longer, hence, d increases. [Choice: A]
*Q3. The ball moving horizontally has a horizontal
force. As it falls, it is pulled by the force due
to gravity. Combining the two forces, the ball
will fall down in a curved path. [Choice: C]
*Q4. Similar to Q1., but R should also pass through 0,
so the most probable answer should be A.
[Choice: A]
*Q5. X kicks outward, it produces energy. Y only
receives the force so it moves backward. Hence,
only X exert a force on Y. [Choice: D]
*Q6. B runs faster, it should be acted by a greater
force. With F= ma, F should be twice when m is
keep constant. [Choice: B]
*Q7.(i) The ball should follow path B, just common-
sense. It still has some moving energy along
its motion.
[Choice: B]
(ii) The ball at its lowest position has minimum
energy, it will fall straight down to ground.
[Choice: A]
(iii) Similar to 7(i), only that the moving energy
along its motion is more upward, therefore the
ball will move a bit upward due to the moving
energy, and then downward due to the gravita-
tional force. [Choice: D]
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Q 8 . Since the aeroplaneis flying forward , by the time
the parcel drops to the ground , the aeroplane has
already flown a distance away . Hence the parcel
rests behind the aeroplane. [ Choice : A ]
Q 9 . The truck has greater momentum, therefore should
exert a greater force on the private car . The
private car also react a . smaller force against the
truck . Finally , only the truck exerts a force on
the trolley . [ Choice : DJ
Q 10 . Since the two blocks have the same weight , they
• should be balanced , hence they should stay at the
. same height . [ Choice : B ]
Q 11 . The ball whirls around has a force . When the
string breaks at P , the force leads the ball to
move straight forward . [ Choice : C ]
: Q 12 . There is a force along the path of the pendulum
bob , - tension from the string as well as the force
due to gravity .
: Q 13 . When the elastic bang is pullea longer , Lne lolee
on the cart is greater . At A , the elastic band is
longest , the force it acts on the cart is also
greatest . Greatest force implies greatest speed .
[ Choice: A ]
R 14 . Sam is heavier , he should exert a greater or .
Shirley . [ Choice : A ]
Q 15 . The coin flying upward at Y snoula nas a rorce
along motion and the force due - to gravity .
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Q 16 . The frictional force should oppose motion .
[ Choice: D 1
Q 17 . The metal block is heavier, it will fall down at a
greater speed , hence it will reach the floor
first . [ Choice : B ]
IQ 18 . B is at ' rest , there is no force presentin ball B .
Only A exert a force on B . [ Choice : D ]
+ zQ 19 . The metal ball at Y has a speed , it has a forward
force to push it rush , out and follow path B .
[ Choice: BI
: Q 20 . The lighter ball should rise up higher , the heavi -
er ball should fall down quicker . ( Choice : BI
: Q 21 . Y is lowered, it should be heavier, its greater
gravitationalforce makes its side pulled down -
ward . [ Choice : B ]
: Q 22 . The truck has a downwardfrictionalforce as to
oppose motion . [ Choice : Cl
: Q 23 . Cart X is heavier , it has a greater downward
force , therefore it will run down at a greater
speed and will reach the floor first . [ Choice : A ]
4 Q 24 . The forces includesthe force along the path of
the cannon ball and the force due to gravity . The
force along motion will not vary if there is no
air friction . The force due to gravity will
increase as it falls , so it falls faster and
faster .
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Interview8 ( Low Achiever)
Q 1 . I don ' t know. I guessit shouldbe C . [ Choice: C ]
Q 2 . The lighter coin should rise higher but d is
unchangeddue to the same angle of inclination.
[ Choice: B ]
Q 3 . The ball is acted by gravity , it will fall
straight downward . [ Choice : A ]
Q 4 . I don ' t know. I guessit shouldbe A . [ Choice: A ]
Q 5 . X gives the force to Y to make Y moves, thereforeX
Q 6 . Trolley B with greater speed should be acted on by
a greater force , but F may not be twice the value
[ Choice: B ]of FB
Q 7 . ( i ) The ball at P has a speed, so it has a forwarc
force . As it falls , it is acted by the force
due to gravity , hence the resultant force make :
the ball follow path C . [ Choice : C ]
( ii ) The ball at Q has only the force aue to grave
ty , therefore it will fall straight downward.
[ Choice: A ]
[ Choice: D ]( iii ) Similarto 7 ( i ) .
Q 8 . The parcel has only the force due to gravity , 1
will fall straight down to ground . [ Choice : B ]
should exert a greater force on Y . [ Choice : A ]
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Q 9 . The truck with greater mass has greater kinetic
energy . It will exert a greater force on the
private car . [ Choice : A ]
Q 10 . They have the same weight , therefore they should
be balanced. X will rise up until they are at the
same level .
[ Choice: B ]
Q 11 . The ' ball has a great motive force to fly upward,
it will continueto move in a circular path .
[ Choice: A ]
Q 12 . There is a force along the path , tension and force
due to gravity .
Q 13 . The cart is fastest at its original position , then
its speed will decrease due to friction of the
table . [ Choice : A ]
Q 14 . Sam is heavier , he should exert a greater force on
hir [ Choice : A ]
Q 15 . The coin has an upward force for motion and the
force due to gravity . -
Q 16 . The car is moving forward , friction should be
backwardto oppose its motion . [ Choice : D ]
Q 17 . Both should reach the floor at the same time , i
rememberedthat the text has shown that the time
taken is independentof their masses . [ Choice : C ]
Q 18 . B is stationary, it has no speea , it snoula noL
exert a force on A . [ Choice : D ]
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* Q 19 . The metal ball shot out will continueits circular
path because it has an inertia force to make it
[ Choice: A ]flies upward .
KQ 20 . The lighter ball B should move up faster if they
were pushed by the same force . Therefore it will
move a longer distance time and take a longer
time. [ Choice: B ]
* Q 21 . Y should be heavier as it is lowered. This is
[ Choice: B ]similar to a balance
[ Choice: ClQ 22 . Friction always opposes motion .
KQ 23 . The heavier cart A nas a greater gravizaL iorial
Dull will move faster and reach the floor first .
[ Choice: A ]
cQ 24 . The cannon ball is acted by a force along its pain
and the force due to gravity . The force along its
path will gradually decrease due to air friction ,
while the force due to gravity will remain con -
stant .


